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ABSTRACT 

Alder Archaeology Ltd undertook an archaeological rescue excavation (DD55) in November 

2010 followed by a watching brief (DD55WB) in July and August 2011 on the site of a new 

leisure pool and car park, at Marketgait/East Whale Lane, Dundee at NGR NO 4073 3062.  

An evaluation (DD54) had previously been carried out over the site during the period 19
th

 

and 20
th

 April 2010.  The location of the rescue excavation was based upon the results of the 

evaluation trench 04, where it was believed that a small section of the 1793 shoreline wall 

had been located. The work was fully funded by Dundee City Council. 

The north-western part of the overall development site was located within the medieval burgh 

boundary, while the north-eastern part was outside the burgh.  The northern part of the site 

was considered to be of archaeological significance in that it contained the presumed line of 

the medieval and post-medieval defences extending southwards from the Wishart Arch or 

Cowgate Port and the Seagate Port.  It also contained previous shorelines dating from 15
th

-

18
th 

C mainly running E-W across the site.  The area of excavation was located on the 

reclaimed 16
th

-18
th

 C shorelines adjacent to the site of 18
th

 C whale fishing warehouses.  

The excavation revealed post medieval infill deposits with residual medieval pottery and 

animal bone in the former West Whale Lane at the N end of the site.  Animal bone remains 

included some fragments of whale bone perhaps emanating from the nearby whale fishing 

yards.  Late infill deposits had been cut by substantial walls of 18
th

-19
th

 C warehouses.  One 

wall, with curved corner stones, was considered to  represented an 18
th

 C revetting wall or 

sea wall close to the former shoreline.  Of interest were some sherds of 18
th

 C industrial 

pottery found in infilling deposits.  These sherds were unusual as they were from vessels used 

in sugar refining and were thought to have come from the Dundee Sugarhouse, located 

nearby in Sugarhouse Wynd.  During the construction phase a watching brief (DD55WB) 

took place at the N end of the site and monitored the area of the 16
th

 C shore.  Adjacent to 

Seagate the 16
th

 C shore revealed deeply buried infill deposits with a substantial assemblage 

of medieval pottery sherds, the earliest dating from the 12
th

 C.  A late or post medieval wall 

was found as well as a garden soil and the foundations and floor remains of 18
th

-19
th

 C 

warehouses to the E and W of the site of West Whale Lane.  
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Excavation 

1 Background 

1.1 Introduction 

Dundee City Council commissioned Alder Archaeology Ltd to undertake an archaeological 

rescue excavation on the site of a proposed new leisure pool, multi-storey car park and 

ground-level car park at East Marketgait/East Whale Lane, Dundee. 

Previously, as part of the work to inform the archaeological condition, a desk-based 

assessment was undertaken which was followed by a 2% evaluation over the archaeologically 

sensitive area in the northern part of the overall development area.  The evaluation (Alder site 

code DD54) was carried out during the period 19
th

 and 20
th

 April 2010.  The location of the 

rescue excavation was based upon the results of the evaluation, mainly evaluation trench 04, 

where it was believed that a small section of the 1793 shoreline wall or seawall had been 

exposed 

The excavation was designed to progress the archaeological condition on development 

application reference 09/00152/FUL, dated 7 August 2009. The development area is located 

to the E of the southern end of East Marketgait, centred on NGR NO 40734 30625.  The 

excavation (site code DD55, OASIS ID alderarc1-77164(1)) was undertaken during the 

period 11
th 

- 26
th

 November 2010 in variable weather conditions and carried out to the 

standard conditions of Dundee City Council Archaeology Service. 

Following on from the excavation of 2010 an archaeological watching brief (DD55WB) took 

place on the N part of the site during the period 25
th

 July to 10
th

 August 2011. The watching 

brief area represented the 16
th

 Century shore.  The location for the watching brief had been 

defined in the written scheme of investigation prior to the commencement of the excavation. 

   

1.2 Aims and Objectives 

The main aim of the rescue excavation was to fully excavate a sample area of the site, and 

investigate the morphology and activity associated with the progressive shorelines as they 

evolved southwards by infilling into the estuary, from the 16
th

 C shoreline to the 1793 

shoreline wall.  The location of the excavation was based on the evaluation results in trench 

04 which had supposedly found the 1793 sea wall.   By following this wall it was hoped to 

locate and investigate the earlier 1776 sea wall. It was considered that the late medieval 16
th

 

C shoreline could also appear in the N arm of the excavation.  Also to be investigated was the 

line of West Whale Lane, where it was hoped to find infill deposits and features predating the 

19
th

 century warehouses built on either side of the lane.  Within the general deep infilling it 

was also hoped to find discrete pockets of earlier or even medieval redeposited material, 

containing ecofacts/artifacts that had been preserved by the anaerobic conditions.  It was 

intended that remains of 19
th

 C structures (warehouses) would be recorded on a superficial 

level but foundation walls would be left in-situ to act as revetting for the expected deep layers 

of infill makeup.   
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After the excavation, further archaeological work in the form of a watching brief would take 

place on the development ground works, mainly in the N part of the site to the N of the 

excavated area, where remains relating to the 16
th

 C shoreline could be expected.   

1.3 Reporting 

The present document has been prepared as the final report on this excavation and watching 

brief.  Copies will be sent to the client, The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical 

Monuments of Scotland and Dundee City Historic Environment Record.  

1.4 Planning and Curatorial Issues 

This excavation and subsequent watching brief was part of a programme of archaeological 

work designed to satisfy the outstanding archaeological condition on the planning consent for 

this development application reference 09/00152/FUL, dated 7 August 2009.   

1.5 Acknowledgements 

We wish to thank Ron Mitcham, Jim Green, Yeon Barrow and Andrew Reid from Dundee 

City Council, as well as Tom Rees from Dundee City Council Archaeology Service for their 

assistance and guidance throughout the various phases of this  project. Thanks are also due to 

Allan Middleton and Scott Ainsley of Mansell Construction Services Limited for their 

assistance during the watching brief.  The work was fully funded by Dundee City Council.  

2 Details of Work  

2.1 The Site (Illus 1) 

The proposed development lies on the E side of East Marketgait, in an area that has been 

completely transformed in recent years as a result of the redevelopment of former jute works 

and other industrial premises and the creation of the new inner city bypass.  Prior to the new 

development the area was used for car parking and for gaining access to a retail park to the 

east via East Whale Lane.  The focus of the evaluation and the excavation however, was a 

much smaller area, roughly one third the size of the total development area and located at the 

N end, immediately south-east of the East Port roundabout.  This area was deemed to be 

archaeologically significant because of its close proximity to potential medieval remains.  

The archaeologically sensitive area is bordered by Seagate to the N, East Marketgait to the 

west, East Whale Lane to the E and the southern part of the car park and service station to the 

S.   

The site of the excavation was located within the northern quadrant of the East Whale Lane 

Car Park, where a leisure pool was to be constructed.  The remainder of the site will be 

redeveloped for surface parking and a multi-storey car park.  The watching brief was 

undertaken during machine excavation for the swimming pools in the leisure complex, at the 

N end of the site, on the location of the 16
th

 Century shoreline. 

2.2 Archaeological Potential 

The site of the new Leisure Pool lies immediately adjacent to the medieval/early post-

medieval boundary of the burgh of Dundee at the Seagate Port.  Only the northern part of the 

site, the proposed location of the Leisure Pool complex, was deemed to be of archaeological 

significance.  The southern part of the site (to the south of the 1793 sea wall) was reclaimed 
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from the River Tay in the 19
th

 century.  It was not considered to have significant 

archaeological potential, and no archaeological work was required there. 

The north-western part of the site was located within the medieval burgh boundary, the north-

eastern part is outside the burgh boundary.  The northern part is of archaeological 

significance in that it contains the presumed line of the medieval and post-medieval defences 

extending southwards from the Wishart Arch or Cowgate Port and the Seagate Port.  It also 

contains previous shorelines dating from 15
th

-18
th 

Centuries mainly running E-W across the 

site.  

Previous archaeological evaluation by the Scottish Urban Archaeological Trust in 1989 at the 

Wishart Arch had revealed that it stood on the line of a medieval boundary, interpreted as the 

medieval limit of the burgh.  Further evaluation by the Trust in 1993 in the East Port car park 

on the north side of Seagate had recorded a ditch which was interpreted as part of the 

medieval defences of the burgh.  It was also considered that the site may contain remains of 

the earlier reclamation of land from the River Tay, which has been going on since at least the 

15th century. 

An evaluation, DD54, was carried out by Alder Archaeology in April 2010 on the area where 

the leisure pool was to be constructed.  Four trenches, each 10m in length were excavated 

representing 2% of an available area of 4000m².  Overall, the evaluation confirmed what was 

expected from the cartographic sources: that archaeological deposits on the site are largely 

composed of made-up ground, dumped in the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries.  Many of the 

foundations of the 19
th

 century warehouses and yards that had previously covered the site 

survived intact below the current car park.  It seems therefore that the old buildings were 

simply demolished without any foundations being grubbed up when the car park was created.  

The lack of medieval remains in the northernmost trench suggested that deposits and features 

dating to this period may lie outside the site boundary.  However, the presence of re-

deposited medieval pottery in trench 03 suggested that such remains may lie close by.  The 

discovery of the supposed 1793 shoreline wall in trench 04 was considered significant in 

itself as few upstanding 18
th

 century remains survive in this part of Dundee. 

A few days into the excavation (DD55) it became apparent that the supposed 1793 sea wall 

found on the evaluation was not in fact a sea wall but a substantial foundation wall for a 19
th

 

warehouse constructed with surprisingly heavy stonework.  

 

2.3 Excavation  Method (Illus 1 & 2) 

2.3.1 The Excavation 

The area excavated lies within the SE quadrant of the footprint of the proposed leisure pool 

complex.  The SE corner of the excavation was partly along the western edge of evaluation 

trench 04, where it was believed the 1793 sea wall had been identified.  The area comprised a 

14 X 14m main area, and a rectangular strip 7m E-W by 16m N-S continuing northwards 

from the north-west edge of the main area.  Later, a small extension to the E was made off the 

S end of the strip, covering an area of 10m².  In total, the area excavated was 318m².     

The 14 X 14m main area enabled the investigation of a considerable part of the interior of 

what was termed a warehouse building and also the adjacent West Whale Lane upon which it 

fronted.  The northern 7 X 14m narrow strip allowed the investigation of West Whale Lane, 
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specifically a part of the frontage walls of the adjacent buildings on the E and W sides.  The 

area extended to the E from the northward arm allowed further investigation of a revetting or 

sea wall.  Wall foundations were left in-situ to aid the stabilization of the site by preventing 

the possible collapse of the layered infill deposits. 

The area selected for excavation was to enable further investigation of the supposed 1793 sea 

wall, found in evaluation trench 04.  The top of this wall was only 0.72m down from the site 

surface.  The large size of its stones made it relatively easy to follow, and it was hoped to find 

the wall’s return in a northward direction along West Whale Lane.  Following the wall 

northward it was hoped to locate and record the junction of the 1793 wall and the 1776 

shoreline wall in order to confirm the precise location of these features.   

The 30m long W side of the excavated area extended across the width of West Whale Lane, 

where it was considered deposits below the road surface would be undisturbed by 19th 

century walls and could give a clearer picture of events predating construction of 19
th

 century 

warehouses.  To the north of the 1776 shore line it was considered that deposits below the 

road surface might better preserve activity dating from the 16-18
th

 centuries. In the N part of 

the northern arm it was hoped that the landward side of the 16
th

 century shoreline would be 

found, along with evidence of medieval activity. 

Within the 14 X 14m area to the N of the supposed 1793 wall, excavation would allow 

further investigation into the archaeology on the wall’s landward side, hopefully finding 

remains of earlier structures cut by and predating the 1793 wall, which could shed light on 

late 18
th

 century quayside development.  Deep, unstable deposits representing infilling in the 

late 18th
 
and 19th centuries were to be investigated by sondages down to estuarine levels.   

In the event the excavation’s findings did not fully coincide with the evaluation’s 

conclusions.  Excavation of the supposed 1793 sea wall found during the evaluation revealed 

that this wall was in fact not a sea wall, but a rather solidly built 19
th

 C warehouse foundation 

wall.  This error of interpretation resulted in the excavation being located further into the 19
th

 

C infilling deposits and warehouse remains than was anticipated.  Notwithstanding this error, 

which was only confirmed a few days into the dig, the excavation continued as planned.  A 

sea wall or revetting wall, aligned E-W and considered to date from the late 18
th

 C was 

however found 13.75m to the N of the conjectured sea wall. 

Machine excavation was carried out using a Liebherr 914, a 14 ton, wheeled, 360º ‘rubber 

duck’ type excavator under constant archaeological guidance.  The use of such a machine 

was considered necessary to remove the hard surfacing and to reach and remove deeply 

stratified deposits of bulky infill material.  The digger mainly utilized a smooth edged 

ditching bucket and was under constant archaeological supervision as it worked.  As part of 

keeping the site safe, the machine was also able to neatly compact and arrange the spoil along 

the E and S edges of the restricted fenced off area around the open excavation.   

In West Whale Lane, large modern drains for car park surface water were left in-situ, as was 

a large-bore mains water pipe running down the centre of the lane.  After the excavation the 

area was backfilled and resurfaced for short-term car park use over the Christmas period.  

The excavation temporary bench mark (TBM), established for Ordnance Datum, used a car 

park road level of 4.19m OD marked on the site survey plan produced by Dundee City 

Council Architectural Services Jan 01, Dwg No 122.  Car park surface level at the excavation 

N end was 4.70m OD and at the S end 4.50m OD.  Excavation site N was aligned with the 

orientation of the excavation’s main N-S axis, which was a few degrees to the W of magnetic 
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N.  A 5m grid system was pegged out over the excavated area.  Much of the planning was 

carried out using a Leica TCR 307 Total Station.  A Nikon D60 digital camera was used for 

the photographic record. 

3 Excavation Results 

3.1 General  

Natural uncontaminated estuarine deposits were not decisively reached.  The lower gravelly 

infilling deposits were examined in deep sondages, and later sandy clay infilling deposits 

were removed by machine.  Infilling deposits along the mid and S part of West Whale Lane 

were more organic in nature than those found below the main 19
th

 C warehouse building in 

the area to the E of the Lane.  A distinct clean sand layer was found overlying the upper infill 

deposits along West Whale Lane.  

The earliest structural feature on the site was considered to be a sea wall which followed the 

N-S alignment of the West Whale Lane E frontage and then returned to the E at its S end.  

This sea wall was most likely 18
th

 C, and was identified below a later phase of walling.  The 

excavation area was extended to the E to confirm the E-W return of the seawall.  A probable 

late18
th

 C building frontage with a blocked door way was found to the N of the seawall.  

Major foundation walls of a 19
th

 C warehouse with substantial internal pillars had been cut 

into deep infill deposits on the E side of West Whale Lane to the S of the sea wall.  An earlier 

building phase was recorded within the warehouse.  Building remains on the W side of the 

lane were less substantial, comprising a wall and what appeared to be paving.  Part of the 

original road guttering along the W side of West Whale Lane was found.  A variety of 19
/
20

th 

services had been cut into the infilling along West Whale Lane.  Part of the modern car park 

drainage system in West Whale Lane had to remain intact, which masked some of the 

archaeology towards the N end of the excavated area.  

 

3.2 Phasing 

Six general phases were recognized over the area of excavation 

• Phase I was represented by early infill deposits containing some medieval 

pottery as well as later pottery, which predated both the construction of the sea 

wall and the development along West Whale Lane.  The earliest of these 

deposits were reached in a deep sondage at the N end of the excavation below 

West Whale Lane.  Other locations where phase I infill was considered to be 

reached were in sondages in the NW and SW corners of the 19
th

 C warehouse 

structure.   

• Phase II was represented by a sea wall structure near the N end of the 

excavation on the E side of West Whale Lane.  The wall was aligned N-S and 

returned in an easterly direction at its S end. 

• Phase III was further infilling over the sea wall and into the area to the S of the 

sea wall after it went out of use.  Also included in phase III is the infilling into 

West Whale Lane over and to the S of the phase I infilling. 
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• Phase IV represented the construction of a whinstone cobble or cassie surface, 

post-dating the infilling over the sea wall.   

• Phase V represented the development of the frontage buildings along both sides 

of West Whale Lane.  This phase included the 19
th

 C warehouse on the E side of 

the lane.  Within the footprint of the main warehouse structure an earlier sub 

phase of constructions was noted.  Phase V also includes the insertion of 

services along West Whale Lane and roadside guttering on the W side at the N 

end of the site. 

• Phase VI was post-demolition infilling and surfacing for the construction of 

East Whale Lane car park. 

 

3.2.1 Phase I:  early infilling   

At the site N end in West Whale Lane, a deep sondage 2 X 4m was excavated to a depth of 

1.38m OD into the water table.  The lowest deposit was not bottomed and comprised a layer 

of red brown gritty sand (170) with no inclusions or dating evidence.  It was uncertain as to 

whether this was an in-situ natural deposit or infilling with redeposited natural gritty sand.  

Above this layer was deposit (161), a brown sandy gravel, 0.76m thick containing some 

abraded medieval and later pottery, pipe stems and animal bone which was interpreted as an 

infill layer.  Over (161) was a major layer (119) of sand and gravel infill, 0.80m thick, 

containing pottery, bone and pipe stems.  The finds within layers (119) and (161) had been 

abraded and ‘washed’ and were considered to be the result of late medieval/post medieval 

midden material being dumped along the river shoreline prior to infilling to the S and the 

industrial development of East Whale Lane and West Whale Lane.  Layers (119) and (161) 

were sloping gently to the S and W.  Investigation of these layers southwards was hampered 

by modern drainage cut across West Whale Lane at 4.80m to the S of the site N edge. 

Other deposits considered to be initial layers of infilling were investigated in a sondage in the 

footprint of the 19
th

 C warehouse, in the NW corner below the walls at a depth of 1.37m OD.  

The lowest deposit was a compacted layer of sand with abundant small rounded stone (132) 

with no finds.  This deposit may represent undisturbed natural estuarine deposits.  Above 

(132) was layer (131) containing animal bone, over which was layer (130) comprising river 

cobbles in black silt in which were some waterlogged fragments of wood.  Over (130) were 

layers (129), (128) and (127) of sandy silt and pea gravel.  Deposit (127) contained animal 

bone, tile and one brick fragment.  Above (127) was (126), a layer of gravel and stone 

fragments over which a sandy silt layer (125) was deposited.  Over (125) was a 0.20m thick 

uneven layer of very compacted sand, gravel and small beach cobbles (114).   Layer (114) 

was of interest because it was considered to be a compacted surface layer, as though formed 

by trampling.  This surface virtually covered the area within the footprint of the warehouse, 

and sloped down to the S from 2.44m OD to 1.83m OD, at a level below the bases of the 

warehouse walls.  Deposit (114) seemed to be confined to the warehouse area and was not 

encountered below the makeup deposits in West Whale Lane. 

A sondage located in the NE corner of the warehouse building reached a depth of 1.31m OD.  

Deposit (114) was not identified, but layered infill deposits which were considered to belong 

to phase I were recorded below wall (014).  These deposits were black organic silt (097) and 

grey sand with small stone (098).   
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Phase II: sea wall (Illus 8)  

Part of the W facing elevation and SW corner of what was considered to be a sea wall (154) 

was located 13m to the S of the excavation N end in the E frontage of West Whale Lane.  A 

3.70m length of W-facing wall was revealed, with the S end returning to the E.  The wall was 

constructed over infill deposit (161). The quality of the build of this mainly clay bonded 

rubble wall was rather poor, with an oval area containing many small pinnings below much 

larger uncoursed rounded stone, which may have been a repair. The quoins at the S end were 

distinguished by having a rounded corner edge. As seen in elevation, the S face of the wall 

had a height of 0.79m.  This wall could not be investigated any further in the northward 

direction because excavation was restricted by a modern sewer which needed to be kept 

intact.  Wall (154) was overridden by a later wall (045) where it fronted the lane.  The top of 

wall (154) as seen in its W facing elevation was at 3.24m OD. 

The excavation area was extended by 2.65 X 3.75m on the E side of wall (045) to find the 

eastward return.  At this location the sea wall was assigned context number (159).  A 4.4m 

length of wall was found at a depth of 2.89m OD, and the S face and part of the forward edge 

were recorded.  Here the stonework had a height of 0.70m and comprised poorly laid 

horizontal blocks and slabs.  In places orange mortar bonding was observed. The top edge of 

the wall was uneven and had been truncated.  The wall continued eastwards into the E baulk 

of the extension.  

3.2.2   Phase III: Infilling over the sea wall and into West Whale Lane (Illus 8 and 9) 

After the sea wall (154/149) went out of use, some of the upper stones were robbed out and 

further infilling/levelling layers were dumped over the top stones and down the S face, 

continuing the process of land reclamation to the S.  Some of these layered deposits could be 

observed abutting the W face of the sea wall (154) in West Whale Lane.  They comprised 

gravelly layers (108)-(106), (104) and (103), between 0.08m and 0.30m thick, sloping down 

gently in a southerly direction.  The top layer (103) contained late 18
th

 to early 19
th

 C bottle 

glass, pottery and a lens of crushed mortar in a matrix of black silt. 

At the N end of the site in West Whale Lane, phase III comprised infilling deposit (118) of 

compacted sand, possibly within a cut [120].  Deposit (118) was overlain by deposit (117), a 

further compacted sand which was overlain by a layer of mortar (086).  These compacted 

deposits appear to be elements of temporary surfacing as infilling was in progress.  Over the 

mortar (086) were further elements of makeup deposits (084)-(082).  Deposits (084) and 

(085) were loam and sand and contained 18-19
th

 C pottery, tile, bottle glass and brick.  

Deposit (084) contained a corroded coin, possibly Georgian. Again these deposits appear to 

be elements of make up surfacing for the lane.  Deposit (082) comprised organic grey silt and 

silty clay interpreted as ‘estuarine mud’, but had bitumen inclusions, so possibly represents a 

flood incident and temporary surface.   The uppermost deposit was a clean light brown sand 

(009), as recorded at the S end of West Whale Lane, which could also be the result of 

flooding. 

To the S of the sea wall, four major makeup layers could be observed in the excavation 

within the walls of the 19
th

 C warehouse to the S of wall (014).  These deposits bottomed on 

the compact layer (114), which appeared to form a trampled surface and was allocated to 

phase I infilling.  The lowest layer over (114) was deposit (096), rubble and orange grey sand 

with occasional pantile fragments.  Above (096) were, in ascending order, (057, 056, 034).  
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These layers had a combined depth of 1.28m, and sloped gently to the S.  All the layers were 

similar in that they had a matrix of orange-brown sand with rubble, and had inclusions of 

industrial redware fragments (not all collected) including a rimsherd from a  syrup jar for 

sugar manufacturing (See pottery report below).  Within these dumping layers was a large 

deposit of medium sized quarry stone (115) in a clay matrix.  These makeup layers also 

extended S of wall (011) at the S end of the excavated area.   

In West Whale Lane, in the N end of the sondage trench at a bottom depth of 2.33m OD, 

deposit (161) belonging to phase I was recorded.  Phase III deposits over (161) were, in 

ascending order, (167-163), with a combined thickness of 1.16m.  These layers comprised 

sand and gravel deposits topped with a clay layer (162).  The clay layer (162) extended to the 

S end of the sondage trench, where it was 0.30m thick and had been recorded as (148). 

At the S end of the sondage trench below clay (148), four makeup layers of sand/sandy silt 

(152-149) were recorded, with a combined thickness of 0.60m.  Below (152) at 2.41m OD 

was a major deposit of makeup (133) with a high percentage of organic material.  This layer 

comprised an anaerobic, dark grey, organic silt, slightly clayey, firm to compact, and 

containing finds of shell, white glazed pottery (not collected) and abundant wood 

chippings/shavings. The wood in this deposit had the appearance of being derived from a 

wood-working yard.   Deposit (133) was about 1m thick at the S end and tapered out in a 

northwardly direction over gravelly layer (104).  

The uppermost levelling deposit along West Whale Lane was a moderately compact sand 

layer (009).  The sand was pale brown and contained no inclusions except occasional small 

lenses of clay.  This sand looked like it had been deposited naturally, probably by a flood 

incident.  The sand post-dated and abutted the building line along the E side of the lane, 

where it had been cut through by 19
th

-20
th

 C services.  At the N end of the lane the sand was 

at 3.91m OD, and at the S end at 3.63m OD. 

The final phase of levelling/makeup was interpreted as consolidation, and took place on the E 

side of the West Whale Lane E frontage, walls within the walls of the warehouse. These were 

relatively thin layers of infill deposits compacted over the major infill/dumping deposits (057, 

056 and 034).  On the S side of wall 010/011 for example these layers were, in ascending 

order, (062-047), comprising sand, sandy clay and cinders with a combined thickness of 

0.56m. These deposits were consolidated by a 0.34m thick layer of powdery crushed mortar 

containing small and medium sized grey stone fragments, (017), which was considered to be 

a floor within the footprint of the building.  

3.2.3 Phase IV, cobble surface (Not Illustrated) 

Within the extension sondage on the E side of (045), excavated to find the return of the sea 

wall (154), at a depth of approximately 0.80m from the top of wall (045) and below shallow 

layers of infill was a gritty trample layer (157), which overlay a surface of quarried whinstone 

blocks or cassies (158).  The angular whin blocks each measured approximately 0.18m² and 

were between 0.18 and 0.25m thick. They formed a surface over a levelling layer of infill 

over the sea wall and extended southwards so that they extended over the S face of the sea 

wall.  This floor or surface post-dated the sea wall and appeared to be cut by wall (045).  It 

may have been a temporary surface over the sea wall prior to the construction of wall (045).   
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3.2.4 Phase V, frontage development (Illus 8) 

East Frontage (Illus 5 and 8) 

The earliest phase of E frontage construction was wall (081), recorded at the N end of the site 

on the E side of West Whale Lane.  The wall was of mortar-bonded weathered sandstone, 

0.56m wide and 0.88m high, partly overlain by mortar (100).  Wall (081) had been 

constructed by cutting into levelling deposits below sand (009).  The sand abutted the face of 

the wall.  The wall had a length of 2.76m, and terminated at its S end with the N side of an 

upright jamb of a doorway (080) that had been blocked by horizontally laid mortared 

stonework (079).  The S side of the doorway had been cut away by the insertion of a 1.12m 

wide modern  pipe (090).  It is not entirely clear how wall (081) related to the earlier sea wall 

(154/159), as deep modern drainage pipes, which needed to remain intact, restricted the 

excavation required along West Whale Lane to establish the relationship.  Wall (081) was 

certainly on the same N-S alignment as the sea wall and was probably built over it. 

On the S side of the sewer (090), frontage wall (081) continued southwards, as wall (045), 

which was of similar in build to wall (081).  The junction of the two walls was not observed 

due to being cut by the modern sewer.  Wall (045) was founded on the upper part of the sea 

wall (154), the difference in build being minimal.  Wall (045) continued over the S edge of 

the ‘sea wall’, where the base of (045) had been cut into gravel layer (104).  Wall (045) 

continued southwards to its junction with E-W aligned wall (014), respecting the slope of the 

gravel infilling deposits and getting progressively deeper.   

The S end of wall (045) was haphazardly bonded into E-W wall (014) and N-S wall (039), 

where it reached a height of 1.75m.  Walls (014) and (039) were a later phase of construction 

representing the N and E walls of the warehouse. 

Wall (014) was c1.60m high and 0.66m wide, comprising mortar-bonded uncoursed, 

horizontal, weathered sandstone and whin blocks with occasional tool marks.  At about 

0.80m down from the wall top the stones stepped out by c 0.13m to form a scarcement.  

Along the top of wall (014) was a deposit of grey mortar and rubble (013), representing the 

remains of an upper wall.  Wall (014) was considered to be the N wall of the warehouse and 

extended eastwards for 8m into the E baulk of the excavation. 

Wall (039) differed substantially from (045) in that wall (039) comprised very large 

horizontal slabs of mainly sharply angled quarry stone, with many of the stones having lifting 

holes.  Along the top of wall (039) was the lower course of the upper part of the frontage wall 

(038), which was 0.60m wide and constructed from smaller quarry stone.  

At the junction of walls (045) and (039) was a stone built housing for a cast-iron downpipe, 

connected to a ceramic drain pipe which fed out into the sewer in mid West Whale Lane.  

There was also a ceramic waste water pipe cut [142], and fill (144), abutting the wall and 

extending from this location to the S end of wall (012). A downpipe at this location most 

probably indicated a property division.  Wall (039) continued southwards for 4.20m where it 

adjoined wall (121). 

At the S end of wall (039) and on the N side of wall (012) was wall (121), which was 1.35m 

high and 0.90m wide and 2.40m in length.  The W face (fronting West Whale Lane) of wall 

(121) was constructed from very good quality ashlar blocks tightly fitted and bonded with 

clayey silt.  The W face of wall (121) was set back slightly from the walls on either side but 

the E face projected 0.25m to the E of the walls at either end.  At the ends of wall (121), the 

ashlar blocks were not cut to form a straight edge but formed a ‘toothed’ edge, and there was 
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no proper bonding into the adjacent walls.  The top of the ashlar wall (121) was mortar 

bonded, fairly flat and finished 0.50m below the tops of the walls on either side at 2.98m OD.  

Constructed on top of wall (121) was wall (040), 0.80m wide and 0.50m high, up to the same 

level as the walls on either side. Wall (040) comprised irregular shaped sandstone 

haphazardly set.  Some orange mortar had been randomly applied to the outer edges of the 

stonework which was in a matrix of black silt and sand, washed in from deposits in West 

Whale Lane.  Wall (040) was roughly bonded to the walls on either side.  This wall had the 

appearance of being a rough infill and would not really be expected to bear any substantial 

load; it was probably beneath a 2.50m wide entrance.  

On the S side of the ashlar wall (121), the frontage wall (012) continued southwards for a 

further 4.8m.  Foundation wall (012) was of the same construction as (039), mortar bonded 

with very large horizontal slab stones.  The wall was excavated to a depth of 1.20m.  The S 

end of this wall was tied in with its return wall (011), and the scant remains of a lesser wall 

(037) were bonded to the top of the foundation wall.  Keyed in with wall (012) was the E-W 

return wall (011), which was a major foundation wall of the same build as walls (039) and 

(012).  It had a length of 9m and continued into the E baulk of the excavation.  Bonded to the 

top of foundation wall (011) was a narrower, mortar-bonded random rubble wall (010), 

0.55m wide and up to 0.40m in height.  At the junction of the return wall (011) and wall 

(012) were the remains of a cast iron rainwater down pipe probably marking a property 

division. 

Abutting the junction of (012) and (011) and continuing S for a distance of 1.90m was wall 

(015), 0.76m wide and 1.85m deep from the top to the scarcement.  This wall continued into 

the S baulk of the excavated area.  Wall (015) was another major foundation wall for a 

separate building on the S side of the warehouse, of which wall (011) was most likely to have 

been a common wall.  

The Warehouse (Illus 4 & 5) 

What was considered to be a warehouse building on the E side of West Whale Lane 

comprised N wall (014), S wall (011) and W frontage walls (039), (121), (040) and (012).  

The E part of the building continued under the E baulk of the site.  It had internal 

measurements of 10.72m N-S and 8m E-W, with the E wall being outwith the excavated area. 

The walls had been cut through the major layers of phase III infilling.   There appeared to be 

an earlier sub-phase within the building.  

The sub-phase within the warehouse comprised a shallow wall (030) running N-S and wall 

(029), an E-W return from the S end of wall (030). Wall (030) was 3.35m long, two courses 

high, of semi-squared stone with a maximum height of 0.25m.  There was a squared ashlar 

block at the N end, 0.60m long and 0.30m high. At the S end was another squared block with 

an attached pivot pin.   Also at the S end of wall (030) extending to the W were the remains 

(only two or three bricks) of a brick partition wall (042).  The bricks had been set on a 

wooden plank (043).  Further to the W was a narrow piece of rough unfinished wood (041) in 

alignment with (043) but with no associated stonework or brickwork. The area between the 

wood and brick wall had been cut for the insertion of a major pillar base (020).   

The later phase of construction within the warehouse comprised four pillar bases (019) (020), 

(027) and (028), arranged in a square pattern in the central area between the N and S walls.   

Pillar bases (019) and (020) were basically of the same build, being approximately 1m² and 

extending to a depth of 1.50m, and cut into infill clay deposit (096).  The pillar bases were 
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slightly splayed towards the base and robustly constructed with large, horizontally laid, 

quarried slab stone. 

To the E of the two deep pillar bases were two further bases (027) and (028).  These bases 

were relatively shallow, (028) being 0.25m thick over a mortar spread 0.03m thick.  They 

extended into the E baulk and may have been bases for supporting lesser columns.  In the SW 

corner of the warehouse was another deep foundation base (018), similar in build to (019) and 

(020).  Judging by its position in the SW corner of the building it is likely that this was the 

base for an internal stairway.  Three bases (018), (019) and (028) were at virtually the same 

height of 3.87m O.D. indicating that this would have been the finished floor level.  

West Frontage (Illus 4 & 5) 

The W side or frontage of West Whale Lane did not have the deep foundations that were 

recorded along the E frontage of the lane.  At the N end there were the remains of a drainage 

channel or guttering made of cobbles (155) at the side of the road which would have formed 

the road edge and continued southwards.  The cobbles (155) revealed that the roadway here 

would have been at a height of 3.62m.  To the S of the guttering was a mortar bonded rubble 

wall which towards its S end was bonded onto slab paving (009).  The building on the W side 

of the lane post-dated the deposition of the sand (009) while the frontage on the E pre-dated 

it.   

On the S side of the modern drain (090) and fronting onto West Whale Lane was a mortar 

bonded rubble wall (112), 0.60m wide, 0.85m deep, extending S for 10.8m.  At the S end the 

wall was partly bonded onto the stone slab paving (007). The stone slabs of (007) were 0.10-

0.15m thick and had a width of 0.80m; they extended southwards for a distance of 11.6m into 

the S baulk of the excavation.  Some of the slabs had mortar on their surface, indicating that 

they had been used as a wall foundation at a later date.  The slabs were set upon a trample 

layer of mixed sand and clay (008), which inturn overlay sand (009).  At a distance of 6.50m 

from the S end of slabs (007) was a 2.85m wide gap filled with small rubble and silt, which 

appears to represent an entrance.   The stone slabs post-dated the flooding event represented 

by sand (009), and had the appearance of starting out as a yard surface which became a wall 

foundation for later development.   

West Whale Lane Services (Illus 4 & 5) 

Cuts for modern services, sewerage (147), (142) water and gas (065) ran the length of West 

Whale Lane, with associated brick lined access points.  A later concrete drainage pipe (090), 

for the car park, at the N end of the site crossing the lane E-W was left in-situ, as it would be 

required after the excavation. A major water pipe down the centre of West Whale Lane was 

also left in-situ as it may have been live.  The flood deposit sand (009) had survived between 

the various service cuts, while the phase III infill deposits survived below the services. 

3.2.5 Phase VI, clearance and car park 

The site was cleared in the late 1980s and East Whale Lane car park was created.  The deep 

foundations of major warehouse buildings were not grubbed out but left in-situ.  After the 

main demolition, sandy grit with abundant small and medium stone (006) was used as 

consolidation and levelling up of hollows.  Some tarmac still remained from the road surface 

in West Whale Lane.   Type 1 gravel/stone over (006) formed makeup 0.35m thick for the 

new tarmac and brick surfaced car park (002 and 003).  In places up to 0.75m of modern 

consolidation/makeup had been used for levelling up for the car park surfacing.  
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3.3 Interpretation 

3.3.1 Phase I early infilling 

The infill deposits representing phase I predated the construction of the sea wall (154/159) 

and the development along the West Whale Lane frontages.  These infill deposits were found 

mainly at the N end of the site in West Whale Lane.  The deepest layer of gritty sand (170) 

may have been a natural layer, as it contained no finds. However above this deposit, a 

gravelly layer (161) contained abraded medieval and later pottery, abundant cattle and sheep 

bone and fragments of clay pipes. Above (161) was deposit (119) containing similar finds.  

These finds were mainly abraded by water action and were considers to emanate from general 

dumping and activity along the medieval/post medieval 16
th

 C shore line.   

Further to the S in the NW corner of the warehouse at a depth of 1.37m OD, possible 

undisturbed estuarine deposits were identified, above which were various infill layers 

containing animal bone, tile fragments and waterlogged fragments of wood, seemingly dating 

from the late 18
th

 or early 19
th

 century.  These deposits were sealed by deposit (114) of gravel 

and beach cobbles, which formed a rough surface possibly caused by trampling.  If this was 

the case then this area must have been intertidal and the trampling may have been caused by 

transporting infilling deposits to be dumped further S.  Surface (114) virtually covered the 

area within the footprint of the warehouse, and sloped down to the S from 2.44m OD to 

1.83m OD, at a level which was below the bases of the warehouse N and S walls.  

3.3.2 Phase II sea wall 

The sea wall (154/159) was located 13m to the S of the N end of the excavation, along the 

frontage on the E side of West Whale Lane, and 40m to the S of the N end of West Whale 

Lane where it joined Seagate.  This wall was considered to be a sea wall due to its location at 

the edge of the river S of Seagate and close to the medieval/post medieval shoreline. The sea 

wall returned to the E and was notable by having quoins with rounded corner edges, although 

the main build was of poor rubble construction.  The base of the wall was cut into infill 

deposit (161) of phase I.  The wall was most likely conceived as a revetting wall close to the 

high water mark to consolidate infilling for development progressing southwards and 

eastwards, and as such it would also have lead to the emergence of West Whale Lane along 

its N-S aligned side. The sea wall became redundant when infilling for development 

expanded further southwards.  Surprisingly the east-west arm was not reused as a foundation 

but robbed of some of its upper stonework and overlain with infill deposits, raising the 

ground level to build on.  The N-S alignment was however reused as a foundation for wall 

(045) for the frontage developing on what was to evolve into West Whale Lane.   

The sea wall is considered to be the revetting wall shown on Crawford’s Plan of 1776/7 at the 

S edge of buildings shown as ‘Whale Fishing Company Warehouses’, with the yet unnamed 

West Whale Lane on the W side. 

3.3.3 Phase III: Infilling over the sea wall 

Reclamation continued to the S over the sea wall (154/149).  Infill layers were dumped over 

the top wall stones and down the S face of the sea wall.  Gravelly layers abutted the W face 

of the wall in West Whale Lane, the top layer of which was dated to the late 18
th

/19
th

 C from 

bottle glass fragments and pottery.   At the N end of the excavated area in West Whale Lane, 

a temporary surface seemed to develop as infill deposits were dumped southwards.  Over the 
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temporary surface further deposits were dumped, one of which contained a corroded coin, 

probably Georgian.  A major infill deposit along the S and mid part of the lane was (133) 

with a high percentage of organic material and wood chippings and shavings which may have 

derived from wood working, perhaps a nearby boat yard.  The last deposit to be laid down 

along the lane was sand (009) which was considered to be the result of a flood incident, 

indicating that the S end of the lane, at that time, was open to the river at high tide.  

Excavation of infilling deposits within the footprint of the 19
th

 C warehouse walls revealed 

four major layers and a dump of stone fragments, having a combined depth of 1.28m which 

had been deposited over the cobble surface of (114).  The final phase of levelling comprised 

compacted thin layers of infill topped with a layer of compacted mortar which served as a 

solid floor. These layers of makeup substantially raised and levelled the ground surface and 

were cut through for the construction of the warehouse walls and internal pillars. 

3.3.4 Phase IV, cobbled surface 

Part of a cobbled or cassie surface (158) was recorded in the extension trench to further 

investigate seawall (154-159).  The cobbles were over phase III infilling.  This feature was 

interpreted as possibly a temporary surface prior to the construction of frontage wall (045) 

while infilling was still ongoing to the S.    

3.3.5 Phase V, West Whale Lane frontage development 

 

East Frontage 

The earliest phase of E frontage construction was the weathered sandstone wall (081) 

recorded at the N end of the site on the E side of West Whale Lane.  It was constructed on 

levelling deposits and most likely over the phase II seawall.  Wall (081) contained the N side 

of a blocked doorway fronting the Lane, indicating that it was not a revetting wall but the W 

wall of a frontage building.  The blocked doorway indicated that it had at least two phases of 

use.  The blocking may have taken place as a precaution against flooding as sand (009) 

abutted the wall and the blocking stones.  The relationship between wall (081-045) and the 

sea wall (154-159) was obstructed by a modern drain but (081) was most likely built over or 

after the sea wall.  Looking at Crawford’s 1776/7 and 1793 plans it can be seen that wall 

(081) could well be the W wall of the warehouse shown at this location. 

Wall (045) continued over the sea wall and ended on the N side of the junction of E-W wall 

(014) and N-S wall (038).   

The Warehouse 

The warehouse building had internal measurements of 10.72m N-S and 8m E-W, with the E 

wall being outwith the excavated area. The walls had been cut through the major layers of 

infill makeup of phase III infilling.  There appeared to be an earlier sub-phase within the 

building. 

Wall (014) represented the N wall of the warehouse and wall (039) the warehouse frontage.  

At the junction of these walls were two waste pipes into West Whale Lane which no doubt 

marked the NW corner of the property.  The central area of the frontage wall (039/012) 

contained a finely built 2.50m wide section of ashlar wall (121) over which had been built, 

rather haphazardly, wall (040).  The exact purpose and function of this unconventional 

arrangement is unknown but its central location in the wall line would suggest it was 

associated with a wide doorway for vehicular access.  The S side of the warehouse was 
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defined by wall (011) which also appeared to form the N wall of an adjacent warehouse 

building.  A drainpipe marked the SW corner of the warehouse property. 

Within the warehouse, a sub phase of building could be distinguished comprising a shallow 

wall with squared blocks at each end, the remains of a brick partition wall and a narrow piece 

of rough unfinished wood.  A pivot door hinge was attached to the squared block at the S end 

of the shallow wall, indicating a doorway at this location.  The narrow piece of wood seems 

to have been cut by the insertion of a main pillar base, indicating that the features predated 

those of the main phase. 

The later phase of construction within the warehouse comprised four pillar bases arranged in 

a square pattern in the central area between the N and S walls.   The two pillar bases on the W 

side were 1.50m deep and were major structural features.  The two pillar bases on the E side 

were smaller with a lesser load bearing capacity.  In the SW corner of the building was a 

further large pillar base which appears to have been for an internal stair way.  The surfaces of 

the pillar bases indicated that the finished floor level was at around 3.87m O.D.                                                  

West Frontage 

The W frontage of West Whale Lane did not have the deep foundations that were recorded 

along the E frontage of the lane.  At the N end there were the remains of a drainage channel 

or guttering at the side of the road.  The channel comprised a small area 2.30m long and 

0.45m wide of rectangular whin cobbles also known as cassie setts (155), arranged in a 

shallow splayed V shaped N-S channel which would have extended southwards down the 

lane. The cobbles indicated that the height of the road at this location was c 3.62m OD.  A 

major modern drain (090) which was not excavated cut the S side of the drainage channel 

(155).   

On the S side of the modern drain (090) and fronting onto West Whale Lane was a mortar 

bonded rubble wall (112), 0.60m wide, 0.85m deep extending S for 10.8m.  At the S end the 

wall was partly bonded onto the stone slab paving (007). The stone slabs of (007) were 0.10-

0.15m thick and had a width of 0.80m; they extended southwards for a distance of 11.6m into 

the S baulk of the excavation.  Some of the slabs had mortar on their surface indicating that 

they had been used as a probable wall foundation at a later date.  The slabs were set upon a 

trample layer of mixed sand and clay (008) which in turn overlay sand (009).  At a distance 

of 6.50m N from the S end of slabs (007) was a 2.85m wide gap filled with small rubble and 

silt which appears to represent an entrance.   The stone slabs post dated the flooding event 

represented by sand (009) and had the appearance of starting out as a yard surface which 

became a wall foundation for later development. 

West Whale Lane Services 

Various modern services, sewerage, water and gas extended down West Whale Lane cut 

through the various infill deposits.  These ranged in materials from salt-glazed ceramic waste 

water pipes to cast iron gas and water pipes and small bore lead water pipes leading to 

individual premises.  At the N end of the site the intrusion of these services, especially the 

deep sewer pipe (not removed) and the large bore concrete pipe E-W across the lane would 

have masked the interface between deposits representing the 16
th

 C shoreline and the 1776 

shore line. 
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3.3.6 Phase VI, clearance and car park 

With the general decline in trade, manufacturing and fishing, the warehouses along West 

Whale Lane gradually became redundant.  In the late 1980s, with few alternative uses, the 

decaying properties were bought by the City Council and demolished and the area levelled 

and resurfaced for use as a city car park. 

Watching Brief 

4 Introduction  

The watching brief (DD55WB) was carried out on the groundworks for the pools within the 

leisure complex during the period 25
th

 July to 10
th

 August 2011.  Context numbers for the 

watching brief commenced at 200.  The area to be monitored by the watching brief had been 

specified in the Impact Assessment and Written Scheme of Investigation.  The Watching 

Brief was to be limited to the area of the 16
th

 Century shore, encompassing an area from 2m 

forward of the possible shoreline on the river side up to the northern edge of the development 

on the landward side.  It was considered that the new build element most suitable for 

monitoring would be the excavation of pools where they lay within the identified sensitive 

area.  The excavations on the NW edge of the site for the new foundations were not 

monitored.  

Excavation was carried out by a 14 ton tracked 360º excavator with a large toothed bucket 

monitored by an archaeologist.  Towards the end of the excavations a 22 ton machine was 

also used.  Machine excavation methodology was generally to excavate so that the bucket had 

a maximum load with each ‘bite’.  Where feasible, walls and surfaces and some deposits 

were cleared by machine for more detailed recording.  The sides of deep excavation were 

battered for safety.  Spoil was loaded into large tipper lorries which entered into the steeply 

ramped excavated area.  Areas of soft archaeological deposits were removed quickly with 

limited time for recording and were often not seen in their entirety.  However, despite these 

difficulties a degree of meaningful archaeological recording of makeup/levelling deposits 

with medieval pottery sherds as well as some19
th

 century structural features was achieved. 

5 Watching Brief Results (Illus 10) 

As well as natural deposits the watching brief was able to identify five broad phases of 

archaeological activity dating from the late medieval/post medieval period.  These generally 

corresponded to the phases in the excavation (DD55) where six phases were identified.  One 

phase evident in the excavation but not identified during the watching brief was phase IV. 

5.1 Phasing 

Phasing for the watching brief has been tied in with the phasing for the excavation; 

• Natural deposits comprised rock (boulders), grey-blue clay, deposit of black peat, 

sandy gravel and red sandstone bedrock. 

• Phase I was considered to be late medieval or early post medieval and comprised 

mainly layered dumps of sandy gravel deposits and loamy deposits containing 

medieval pottery.  These layers showed tipping or dumping in a N-S direction, 

representing early infilling/makeup for land reclamation at the former high water 

mark.  
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• Phase II was post medieval/early modern, mainly represented by the remains of one 

wall which had been cut through layered infill or levelling deposits.   

• Phase III, further infilling deposits, over the phase II wall and phase I infilling.  These 

deposits were identified as dark loamy layers.  A garden soil was also attributed to 

this phase. 

• Phase IV, found on the excavation (whinstone cobbles over infilling over sea wall was 

not identified on the watching brief 

• Phase V was considered to be the late 18-19
th

 century construction phase, represented 

by foundation walls and surfaces of demolished industrial buildings or warehouses. 

• Phase VI was the post demolition of the phase V buildings and the infilling and 

surfacing over the site for the East Whale Lane car park. 

5.1.1 Natural Deposits (Illus 10 & 11) 

The lowest natural deposit identified was red sandstone friable rock (231) found at the base 

of the area excavated for the dive pool, at the formation level of approximately 0.445m OD.  

Over the rock was a deposit of grey estuarine clay (227) and (229), 0.20m thick.  A small 

fragment of bone was recovered from the clay.  Over the clay was a layer of black organic 

peat (226) on the SE side of the dive pool.  Between the peat and the clay was a thin layer of 

iron panning.  The peat formed a belt about 2m wide extending to the NW for at least 3.5m.  

The peat spread however was not observed in its entirety. 

Natural sandy gravel was evident on the N W side of the area as gravelly layer (244) below 

wall (238), at a depth of approximately 3.70m OD.  Below (244) was a thin natural layer of 

gravel and stone (266), below which was a deep layer (264) of silt and angular stone not 

bottomed, but extending down to formation level at about 1.55m OD.  

Natural deposit (258), loose sandy gravel, was observed to a depth of 1.55m.  This deposit 

was located close to the NW area of the site on the N edge of the site.  It was overlain by a 

trample layer which contained 19
th

 century pottery.  Below (258) were further natural 

deposits (259), observed in section to be 1m thick, which comprised silty sand containing two 

parallel bands of fragmented stone. 

Context (255) was assigned to irregular shaped boulders periodically found in the sandy 

natural deposits of (258) and (259).  A typical large boulder would measure roughly 0.70 X 

0.70 X 0.70m.  These were found mostly in the area of the former West Whale Lane where 

the natural deposits were at a higher level around 3.26m OD towards the NW edge of the site. 

5.1.2 Phase I: early infilling (Illus 10 & 11) 

This phase was represented by layers of sandy pea gravel interleaved with grey-brown clay or 

loamy layers representing early infilling for reclamation of the shore.  Pottery sherds found in 

these layers date from the late medieval/post medieval period.  In general these deposits 

sloped down to the SW.  The sandy pea gravel deposits had the appearance of being natural 

shore deposits which had been redeposited. 

In the area of the NW side of the dive pool, deposits (218) over (219) over (220) represented 

early makeup varying in thickness from 0.10-0.17m.  Deposit (220) was a clean pea gravel 

and looked like a natural deposit but overlay earlier makeup deposits.  Within the lower part 

of (220) were lenses of grey silty clay (223), 0.15m thick.  Deposit (224) was similar to (220) 

and contained animal bone.  Context (225) was a deposit of pea gravel interleaved with small 

deposits of clay loam containing medieval pottery. 
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Deposit (230) was similar to (220), with spreads of clean sand and pea gravel with darker 

grey lines or bands of clay loam containing small thin fragments of shell.  A further deposit 

of early infill was (234), orange clay mixed with gravel interleaved with darker ‘tip lines’ of 

clay loam contained no dating evidence. 

Deposits (243) and (245) overlay natural sandy gravel (244) on either side of wall (238) and 

were cut by the wall.  Deposit (243) contained unglazed redware, mussel shell and bone.  

Deposit (246) overlay deposit (245) on the S side of wall (238).  It contained oyster shell, 

mortar and charcoal and medieval pottery.  On the N side of wall (238) deposit (242), a sandy 

gravel layer overlay (243).  

5.1.3 Phase II: Post Medieval/Early Modern Wall (Illus 12) 

Wall (238), located close to the NW edge of the site and aligned N-S, was the only recorded 

evidence of a post medieval/early modern construction phase.  The wall only appeared in 

section in the site NW baulk at 3.46m OD.  It was constructed of rounded stone rather than 

quarry stone and was of random rubble build, bonded with clay, and measured 0.60m wide 

and 0.80m high.  It was cut [249] through various dumping layers dating from the post 

medieval period and overlay a natural sandy gravel deposit (244). 

5.1.4 Phase III: Post Medieval Garden Soil and Further Infilling/makeup 

This phase was represented by a deposit (216) located in the NW area of the site close to the 

edge.  The deposit had the appearance of a ‘garden soil’, a black silty loam c 0.41m thick, 

with small fragments of shell and abundant stone with medieval pottery as well as 19
th

 

century pottery.  Below the garden soil was a deposit of brown silty loam (217) with some 

sherds of 19
th

 century whiteware mixed in as well as some residual medieval pottery which 

overlay phase I deposit (218). 

Various deposits belonging to this phase overlay phase II wall (238).  These deposits were 

(239), (240), (241), (247), (250), (248) and represented further levelling deposits post 

demolition of the wall. 

5.1.5 Phase IV: Identified in the excavation only, not in watching brief 

5.1.6 Phase V: 19
th

 Century and later Building Foundations and floors (Illus10) 

This phase was represented by 19
th

 century and later wall foundations and floors of 

demolished industrial units or warehouses which occupied the site prior to the formation of 

the car park.   

Part of a courtyard surface (205) made from cassie setts was over lain by sand (202) for the 

levelling of the car park.   

A large area 10 X 13m, of reinforced concrete flooring (207) was revealed below demolition 

rubble and type 1 stone infilling, 1.20m below the car park surface.  At the N end of the floor 

was a brick wall and the base of a brick wall ran along the E edge of the concrete.  Over the 

floor surface were two small areas of black and white tiles (209) and (211).  A drain cover 

(208) was found to the S of a fragment of tiled flooring (209).  A cassie sett surface (210) of a 

courtyard was located on the NW side of the concrete floor (207).  Context 213 represented 

very large rectangular foundation slabs for a warehouse wall on the SE side of concrete floor 

(207).  A mortar bonded quarry stone wall (214) 3-4m in length formed part of the E side of 

floor (207)   The building was on the same alignment as West Whale Lane. 
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A modern 4 X 4m brick built structure (215) was constructed on a concrete floor.  The top of 

the structure was about 2.5m below the car park surface.  The structure was found to contain 

a cylindrical steel fuel tank (222) encased in concrete. 

The NW corner of the site a mortared rubble structure (221) was found.   The structural 

remains comprised a N wall 0.72m high, 1m wide and 5.35m in length with an E return wall 

1.90m in length.  The wall had been cut through phase III levelling/makeup deposits. 

A mortar bonded wall (235) of large quarry stone was least 4m in length. It was aligned with 

wall (235) on the far side of the excavated area.  These represented a 19
th

 century building, 

probably a warehouse  

Part of a wall (252), 2m in length of mortared quarry stone represented a structure on the E 

side of the frontage of West Whale Lane.  A further length of this wall (256) was uncovered 

to the NW where it was partly founded on a large natural boulder.  At a distance of nine 

metres to the NE of wall (252) a further quarry stone wall fragment (260) was recorded.  

These three fragments of walls may represent one 19
th

 century building/warehouse located on 

the E side of West Whale Lane. 

5.1.7 Phase VI: Demolition of 19
th

 Century and later Building and formation of Car Park 

This phase was represented by two rubble deposits.  Deposit (232) was a spread of rubble and 

mortar about 0.60m below the carpark surface.  Deposit (233) below (232) was made up of 

mixed gravely layers one of which was orange grey gravel containing abundant broken wine 

bottles. 

Makeup for the car park surface comprised type 1 gravel (204) and orange sand (202).  The 

carpark surface itself was formed of bricks (201) and tarmac (203).  

 

5.2 Interpretation 

5.2.1 Natural Deposits 

Unlike the area of excavation, the watching brief offered the opportunity to observe natural 

deposits in more detail due to the extreme depth of excavation for the swimming pool 

complex, especially at the location of the dive pool.  

In general the natural deposits comprised sandy gravels that ranged from silt to fragmented 

stone.  In some areas these deposits were seen to be banded with darker fragmented stone.  

They were observed to a depth of 2.5m in the N part of the site.  

Of particular interest was a belt of brown peat which turned black on exposure to the air.  The 

peat had formed over light grey estuarine clay which in turn overlay natural friable red 

sandstone rock.  The peat must have formed as a result of the accumulation and decay of a 

large amount of vegetation trapped or growing at the edge of high water mark, which was 

subsequently buried by sand and gravel. 

Also of interest was the occurrence of several small/medium irregular shaped boulders within 

the natural sandy gravels that were observed towards the E end of the watching brief area.  

One of these had been left in-situ and formed part of the base of a 19
th

 C wall.   
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5.2.2 Phase I: early infilling  

In the area on the NW side of the proposed dive pool, deposits comprised layers of sandy pea 

gravel interleaved with grey-brown clay or loamy layers representing early infilling for land 

reclamation close to the historic high water mark.  Pottery sherds found in these layers dated 

from the medieval period.  In general these deposits sloped down to the SW.  The sandy pea 

gravel deposits had the appearance of being natural shore deposits which had been 

redeposited, perhaps washed in, and overlay earlier makeup deposits containing animal bone 

and medieval pottery.  

The nature of these interleaving deposits comprising clean pea gravel and loamy layers 

suggest successive episodes of deliberate dumping during the post medieval period for the 

purpose of foreshore reclamation.  

5.2.3 Phase II: Post Medieval/Early Modern Wall  

This phase was represented by wall (238) which was recorded only in section. The wall had 

been cut through various dumping layers dating from the post medieval period and overlay 

the natural deposit.  The wall most likely represents the remains of a structure to the rear of a 

property fronting onto Seagate.  

5.2.4 Phase III:  Garden soil and Further Infilling/makeup 

This phase was represented by a deposit (216) having the appearance of a well mixed ‘garden 

soil’, a black silty loam with shell and abundant stone with pottery ranging in date from 

medieval to 19
th

 century.  Below the ‘garden soil’ was a deposit of brown silty loam with 

some sherds of 19
th

 century whiteware which overlay phase I deposit.  This deposit indicates 

that further infilling had taken place over the phase I infilling which resulted in the reclaimed 

land being used for horticultural purposes.  Crawford’s 1793 plan shows that horticultural 

activity was taking place on this part of the site at least up until the end of the 18
th

 century.  

Further infilling for later development took place over phase II wall (238).  

5.2.5 Phase IV: Identified in excavation only 

 

5.2.6  Phase V: 19
th

 Century and later Building Foundations and floors 

This phase represented 19
th

 century and later development of the site in the form of wall 

foundations and floors of demolished industrial units or warehouses built on the site after 

infilling (phase III) had been completed.  These structural remains were on the same general 

alignment as West Whale Lane and represented various buildings along the frontages of and 

to the W of West Whale Lane. 

6 General Conclusions and Recommendations 

The main aim of the rescue excavation was to fully excavate a sample area of the site and 

investigate the morphology and activity associated with the progressive shorelines as they 

evolved southwards by infilling into the estuary from the 16
th

 C shoreline to the 1793 

shoreline wall.  The main aim of the watching brief in the northern part of the site was to 

record any remains relating to the infilling and development from the high water mark on the 

S side of Seagate which formed the area of the 16thC or earlier shoreline.  
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The excavation area was positioned so as to uncover the 1793 seawall shown on Crawford’s 

plan where it projected into the estuary and appeared to form a quay.  However, there seems 

to have been an error in transposing this seawall location onto a modern map, as the supposed 

1793 sea wall found on the evaluation turned out to be a 19
th

 C warehouse wall.  The actual 

course of the 1793 wall is though to be outside the excavation area, further to the E where the 

N-S element of the sea wall formed an early extension to the E side of East Whale Lane (as 

indicted on Crawford’s 1793 plan).   

Crawford’s early plan of 1776 shows a large ‘H’ shaped building complex marked ‘Whale 

Fishing Company Warehouses’.  The unnamed precursor to West Whale Lane runs down 

from Seagate to the shoreline on the W side of the warehouses.  A revetting wall is shown on 

the S side of the warehouse building between the building and shoreline.  Measured from 

Crawford’s plan the E-W course of the revetting wall is located at a distance of about 37m to 

the S of Seagate.  The seawall/revetting wall (154/159) found on the excavation was 40m to 

the S of Seagate, so it seems most likely that the seawall found on the excavation was the 

revetting wall as shown on Crawford’s plan.  Crawford’s later 1793 plan shows the insertion 

of an unnamed road cutting N-S through the mid part of the ‘H’ shaped building, the 

precursor to East Whale Lane.  At the bottom end of ‘East Whale Lane’ on the E side, aligned 

N-S and then turning eastwards is what appears to be a quay.  The number 15 is marked on 

the plan at this location which the map key indicates as being ‘Whale Fishing Warehouses’.  

As well as finding the revetting or sea wall on the S side of the Whale Warehouses as marked 

on Crawford’s 1776 and 1793 plans, the N end of the excavation in West Whale Lane 

revealed deposits containing medieval pottery and animal bone, layers (119) and (161), which 

indicate the southern edge of the 16
th

 C shoreline, more or less where it was anticipated.  

Unfortunately the interface between the 16
th

 C shore line and later infilling was somewhat 

masked by a deep drain, and there was no indication of a 16
th

 C sea wall at this location.  

Also at the N end of the excavated area the frontage building on the E side of West Whale 

Lane (wall 081) with the blocked doorway would appear to be a most likely candidate for the 

frontage wall of Crawford’s ‘whale fishing warehouse’. 

In general the 19
th

 C warehouse walls and internal structures recorded on the E side of West 

Whale Lane had been cut through infill layers dating from the early 19
th

 C.  The perceived 

instability of the infilling deposits was evident in the deep and robust construction of the 

foundations of the warehouses.  No discrete pockets of material earlier than the late 18
th

 C 

were identified within these layers.  Of particular interest, relating to recovered pottery was 

deposit (096) which contained fragments of vessels used in sugar refining.  These sherds are 

an unusual find and are believed to have come from the sugarhouse located at the SW corner 

of Sugarhouse Wynd, 160m to the NW of the site (see pottery report below).  

The watching brief on the development within the area of 16
th

 C shore revealed the nature of 

the underlying geology, bottoming, in the proposed dive pool area of the site, onto old red 

sandstone, clay, peat and gravel.  Most surprisingly the watching brief area produced a 

substantial amount of medieval pottery sherds dating from the 12
th

 C, recovered from what 

was interpreted as layered infilling deposits, indicating that infilling down from the high 

water mark close to Seagate may well have been ongoing since the 12
th

 C, a much earlier date 

than had previously been thought.  No structural evidence dating from the medieval period 

was identified although one wall of clay bonded stone was considered to possibly be late or 

post medieval.   
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Also evident was a garden soil below modern deposits close to Seagate on the NW side of the 

site, showing that land for horticulture had been developed over much earlier infilling and 

was being used as such up until the late 18
th

 C.  Horticultural activity is shown as an open 

area on the W side of West Whale Lane on Crawford’s 1776 and 1793 plans.  With regard to 

the modern development of the area in the early 19
th

 century, this was evident in remains of 

incomplete wall structures, floors and surfaces along the West Whale Lane frontage and to 

the W and E of the lane.  As evidenced in the excavation area, these structures had been 

demolished and the foundations backfilled and the surface then levelled for the laying out of 

the East Whale Lane car park which has now become the site for the new leisure pool 

development.   

 

6.1 Recommendations for Further Work 

There are no recommendations for further site work as the watching brief on the 16th C 

shoreline was concluded when formation levels were reached over the area of the swimming 

pools and archaeological work on the remainder of the site to the S had been limited only to 

area of the excavation. 
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Appendix 1 DD55 Excavation Context Register 

No: Description Phase 

001 Unstratified finds  

002 Deposit, modern car park tarmac surface, 0.11m thick VI 

003 Structure, surface bricks or blocks forming parts of modern car park surface, 0.065 thick VI 

004 Deposit, modern type 1 gravel/stone makeup for modern car park surface, 0.24-0.35m thick VI 

005 Deposit, tarmac below 04, 013m thick former road surface for W Whale Lane V 

006 Deposit, sandy grit abundant stone, modern makeup over site to level up car park for 

surfacing, up to 0.30m thick 
VI 

007 Structure, large stone slabs below 06, extending to E c. 0.80m from W edge of excavation, 

aligned N-S on W side of  W Whale Lane, possible stone slabs for yard on W side of W 

Whale Lane, only 0.15m thick, does not look like a N-S wall, but cut 075 detected, cut into 

008 

V 

008 Deposit, mixed sand and sandy clay dk brown, below 007, undulating base, levelling or 

trample for stones of  007, 0.17m thick 
V 

009 Deposit, light brown, clean sand, looks water deposited, all along W Whale lane, cut by 

various services, up to 0.34m thick, considered to be result of flooding along W Whale 

Lane, contained on its E side by walls along E side of W Whale Lane 

V 

010 Structure, warehouse S wall, random rubble, mortar bonded, 0.55m wide 0.41-0.24 high,  

aligned E-W, lesser wall over major wall 011  
V 

011 Structure, wall, major, mortar bonded, many large horizontal blocks or slabs, up 0.25m 

thick and 1.60m long, 0.73-0.80m wide, angular sandstone pinnings, at first considered to 

be a sea wall but later re-assessed as warehous S wall, cut into general levelling deposts, 

extends into E baulk (into DD54  trial trench 04 where it was first noted as being the 1793 

Sea Wall but now know not to be the 1793 wall) 

V 

012 Structure, wall, major, 0.83m wide grey whinstone, northward return of 011, forming W 

wall of warehouse along W Whale Lane, lesser wall 037 built over this, S side of ashlar 

wall 121 but not bonded to it, 4.72 in length, exposed to height of 1.20m at its N end 

V 

013 Structure, wall, grey rubble mortared to top of wall 014, remains of secondary or lesser V 
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wall using wall 014 as a foundation N wall of 19
th

 C warehouse 

014 Structure, wall, sandstone and whin horizontal blocks, occasional tool marks, bonded with 

lime mortar blocks 0.45-0.60m long 0.11-0.13m thick, aligned E-W, 0.66m wide,  at depth 

of 0.80m stones step out by 0.10-0.12m, wall height is c1.40m, major wall, considered to 

be  N wall of warehouse 

V 

015 Structure, wall large blocks of whinstoneand occasional red sandstone, 0.65m wide, 0.83m 

to scarcement abutting wall 011, major N-S wall along E frontage of W Whale Lane, 2.3m 

in length extending into S baulk  

V 

016 Deposit,  patches of compacted black cinders, element of makeup within a building but 

predating building, one patch measuring 4.20 X 1.35m, , industrial furnace waste makeup 

levelling prior to construction 

V 

017 Deposit, white/ grey mortar, crushed, general site levelling over part of the site, mainly 

machined away, 0.36m thick in SE corner of site, TGE, S side of wall 010  
V 

018 Structure, pillar base  on N side of wall 011 at W end, within warehouse, 1.30 x 1.08m, 

stone blocks with orange brown mortar, flat top surface  
V 

019 Structure, pillar base within S central area of  warehouse, 0.89 x 0.97m, within warehouse, 

foundation extends to depth of 1.50m onto red clayey infill deposit 096, cut 022, backfill  

021 

V 

020 Structure, pillar base within N central area of warehouse, 0.98 x 0.92m, virtually same 

construction as 019,  cut 025, fill 026 
V 

021 Deposit gravelly sand backfill in foundation cut for pillar 019 V 

022 Cut for pillar 019, 0.65m wide V 

023 Deposit, sand and medium sized stone fragments, fill , upper backfill for wall cut 046 on N 

side of wall 011 over 055 
V 

024 Deposit, loose fine sand with sandstone frags and occ CBM sherds, backfill of cut 072 for 

interiior of wall 012, interior of warehouse 
V 

025 Cut for pillar 020 with fill 026, interior of warehouse V 

026 Deposit, interior of warehouse, sand and stone fragments, large demolition rubble, some 

mortar and broken brick, fill of cut 025 for pillar base 20, 0.85m out from pillar base 
V 

027 Structure, interior of warehouse, large stone slab 0.07 x 0.54 x 0.29m with attached 

concrete and associated adjacent wider slab, possible components of a lightweight pillar 

base  

V 

028 Structure, stone base, interior of warehouse, reddish, sandstone blocks, bonded with light 

brown lime mortar, approximately 1m² but extending into E baulk, combined thickness of 

slabs is 0.22m resting on a mortar bed 0.025m thick over black sandy grit, possible shallow 

pillar base  

V 

029 Structure, wall. interior of warehouse, 0.50m wide, and 0.40m high, aligned E-W, with N-S 

return being wall 030 
V 

030 Structure, wall, interior of warehouse, 3.35m long, aligned N-S, two courses high, stone 

blocks approximately c 0.40 X 0.30 and maximum of 0.25m high, squared ashlar block at 

N end  0.60m long and 0.30m high may be reused; squrared block at S end with door hinge 

V 
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piviot, so walls 030 and 029 are  possible entrances 

031 Deposit, layer, grey sandy grit with whinstone frags, slate and brick frags, 0.11m thick,  

below 028 and 029 and abutting wall 030, bedding layer for stone base  028 and wall  029  
V 

032 Deposit, layer, with sandstone fragments, orange layer, levelling/makeup deposit, 012m 

thick, warehouse footprint associated with pillar base 027 
V 

033 Deposit, mainly pea gravel 0.04-0.05m thick, makeup possibly laid down for construction 

of wall 030,    
III 

034 Deposit,  clay light pink brown, abundant sandstone frags and pebbles, 0.30m thick major 

layer infill/makeup through which walls of warehouse cut, in W part of warehouse foot 

print,this deposit contains element of  rubble 115 

 

035 Deposit, cream mortar over wall 030, demolition layer 0.05m thick  V 

036 Deposit, light brown sand and stone frags, backfill of cut for wall 039 E side V 

037 Structure, wall, remanents of wall built upon wall 012, only few stones remaining, upper 

remains of upper wall of warehouse 
V 

038 Structure, wall  0.60, wide, pink sandstone blocks, mainly rubble, roughly rectangular 

blocks, creamy yellow lime mortar, some blocks show evidence of tooling, downpipe 

housing 044 built against this wall, aligned N-S, N part of warehouse E wall along E side 

of  W Whale Lane built over wall 039 

V 

039 Structure, major wall below 038, 0.74m wide, large blue grey slabs of whin, many large 

horizontal stones with squared lifting holes,  1.80m high, has scarcement 1.35m down from 

wall top, part of  foundation for W Wall of warehouse N side, along E side of W Whale 

Lane foundation wall below wall 038 in cut 068 

V 

040 Structure, wall, 0.80m wide irregular shaped sandstone blocks haphazardly placed, some 

orange mortar had been randomly applied to outer faces of stones;  in matrix of black silt, 

clay and sand, silt and sand washed in from deposits in W Whale lane, seemingly blocking 

of an entrance between walls 012 and 039, these stones  were set upon ashlar wall 121 

V 

041 Structure, wooden beam, surface uneven and irregular set into cinders 016, 1.93 X 0.10 and 

0.05m thick, purpose of beam uncertain, aligned E-W, cut by 068 W end and E end by 025 
V 

042 Structure, one red brick on the top of wood plank (043),  0.20 wide, alinged EW, possibly 

remains of dwarf wall, between wall 030 and pillar 020, remains of minor internal division 

in warehouse 

V 

043 Structure, wood, short plank  0.70m long, forming base for mortared brick wall 042, post 

dating pillar 020 
V 

044 Structure, brick and stone built housing/access point for sewer pipes, attached to wall 038 

at its junction with wall 045, 0.80m wide and 0.40m deep serving rainwater and sewer 

pipes, vertical stone slab with rectangular hole seems to be an overflow pottery from fill of 

cut  

V 

045 Structure, wall, well built mortar bonded random rubble, aligned N-S, N of wall 038/039,  

0.60m wide max of 1.75m deep, cut by modern services, N end not seen as cut by car park 

sewer 089, partly built over sea wall 154/159 

V 

046 Cut for wall 011, straight sided 0.46m in width, fill 023 and 055 cut through major 

infill/makeup layers 052-054 and later thinner consolidation layers 047-051 overlain by 
V 
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017 

047 Deposit, cinders, compact,  0.12m thick, makeup, seen in section, cut by 046 III 

048 Deposit, layer, makeup, light grey sand, occ small stone frags, 0.04m thick, seen in section, 

cut by 046 

III 

049 Deposit, layer, makeup, 0.12m thick, loose grey silty sand, occ small pebbles, seen in 

section, cut by 046, below 048 

III 

050 Deposit, layer, makeup, 0.13m thick, brown orange clayey sand, occ small stone frags. seen 

in section, cut by 046, below 49 

III 

051 Deposit, layer, makeup, 0.15m thick, loose grey black sand, frequent small pebbles,  seen 

in section, cut by 046, below 49 

III 

052 Deposit, layer, makeup, 0.12, thick, grey sandy clay, compacted, occ small stone, 

fragments of heat affected clay,  0.12m thick, seen in section, cut by 046, below 051 
III 

053 Deposit,  layer, makeup, major layer brown/orange sandy clay, demo material as it contains 

fragmented brick, 0.26m thick, seen in section, cut by 046 below 052 
III 

054 Deposit, layer, makeup, loose brwon/grey sand frequent large stone fragments, 0.36m deep,  

seen in section,  below  053 
III 

055 Deposit, clayey sand, occ pieces of red brick, and clay drainage pipe, frequent stone 

fragments, seen in section, below 023, lower part of backfill into cut 046 for wall 011, 

0.36m plus deep, not recorded below section depth 

V 

056 Deposit, layer, makeup, pink/brown clay, occasional fragments of sandstone,  0.26m thick, 

below clay of 034 
III 

057 Dposit, layer, sand and grit, grey brown, orange industrial redware, makeup below 056, 

0.37m plus thick and not further recorded 
III 

058 Cut, for wall 014, straight sided, about 0.40m wide backfilled with 059 V 

059 Deposit, fill of wall cut 058, mixed sand, silt and clay V 

060 Deposit, sandy grit, 0.015-0.025m thick, possible trample layer below sand 09, in sondage 

against wall junction 014 and 045 
V 

061 Deposit, compact dark brown clay layer, below gravel 060 and stones 064, possibly 

esturine mud, 0.26m thick, over makeup/infill deposits, in upper fill levels of WWL 
V 

062 Deposit, orange brown pea gravel, possible bedding for wall 030, 0.08m thick V 

063 Cut, foundation cut for wall 030 doorway reveal V 

064 Deposit, compact layer of stones, 0.08m thick, set into clay 061 abutting gravel  060, 

possible former surface of W Whale Lane  below sand 09 
V 

065 Deposit, backfill of gas pipe trench, mainly sand of (009) and some clay (061) equivalent 

to deposit 101 furthr to the N  
V 

066 Structure, gas pipe, running down E side of W Whale Lane, 0.07m diameter, same as 101 V 
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067 Cut straight sided cut for gas pipe, same as 102 V 

068 Cut, for wall 039 on E side of wall, seemingly cuts wood 041, 0.80 wide V 

069 Deposit, loosed black silt, abunt glass and some pot, backfill of wall cut 070 for wall 045  V 

070  Cut, for wall 045, difficult to discern, 0.25-0.30m wide, through 071 V 

071 Deposit, small rubble and crushed mortar, glass and pottery, shoreline infilling/makeup, cut 

070 through this deposit 
V 

072 Cut, for wall 012, 0.60m out from wall V 

073 Deposit compacted mortar, sandy with flecks of coal and cinders, some slag, against wood 

040,  floor predating the one for the main warehouse building, c 0.03m thick, cut by the cut 

for wall 039, and by pillar 020  

V 

074 Deposit, compact tar, sand and grit with abundant stone fragments, abutting slabs 007 and 

wall 089, levelling over sand 009, probable remains of surface of W Whale Lane W side, 

extends c 1.00m eastwards into W edge of site, mostly machined off 

V 

075 Cut for slabs 007, 0.04m to E of 007, straight sided flat base, 0.06m deep cut ito layer 008 V 

076 Deposit,  0.06m deep, loose brown grey sand, fill of cut 075 V 

077 Structure, wall scarcement for wall 011, large stone blocks laid horizontally, no bonding 

material seen, projecting 0.30-0.40m forward from S face of wall, seen in sondage at W 

end of wall, N side, cut through infilling deposits, top of scarcement at 2.17m OD, 1.70m 

below wall top, 0.18-0.20m thick resting on wet infilling deposit of mixed gravel, 

fragmented stone and grey silty clay, seen in sondage S side wall 011, excavartion stopped 

at approximately 2m below top of wall 110; top of water ingress in sondage 1.75m OD, 

bottom of sondage 1.45m OD 

V 

078 Deposit, 0.40m thick in total, crushed mortar and stone thin layers, whitish appearance, 

demolition layer for levelling below modern car park make up but over bedding layer 031  
V 

079 Sturcture, wall , sandstone blocks, grey, roughly faced, bonded with white mortar 

representing blocking of entrance to S of door jamb 080 in wall 081, south end of this 

blocking  is cut by modern service removing S jamb and half of the blocking stones, so 

precise width of doorway not established  

II 

 

080 Structure, one stone, 0.69m high, 0.18m wide, 0.38m thick representing lower part of door 

jamb on N side of blocked doorway in wall 08, rounded S outside edge with inner rebate 

for inner opening door, no sill below blocking stones, S  

II 

081 Structure, wall, 0.56m wide 0.88m high, coursed rubble built,  pink sandstone blocks 

subangular but rectangular, c 0.46 X 0.30 X 0.11m, weathered, mortar whitish gritty, partly 

overlain by mortar 100E side W Whale Lane N end, with door jamb and blocking at S end 

cut by modern sewer (090) 

II 

082 Deposit, grey silt and organic ‘mud’ contains bituman with no course componednts, 0.05-

0.08m thick, cut by modern services on its W side, abutting wall 079, remains of upper 

surface for W Whale Lane E side below sand 009, interpreted as ‘esturine mud’ from a 

flood incident also interpretd as ‘ road surface’ since it has bitumen inclusiions’ 

V 

083 Deposit, very compact, hard, grey silty sand 0.04-0.06m thick, with occasional stones, c III 
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0.10 X 0.04m, remains of road surface on E side of  W Whale Lane, cut by 088 the 

foundation cut for wall 079 

084 Deposit, make up, brown silty loam, 0.25m thick, below 083, abundant finds, cbm, china, 

tile, clay pipe stemm, bent coin possibly Georgian, bottle glass, industrial redware cut by 

wall cut 087 for wall 081  

III 

085 Deposit, mid brown silty sand,, 0.22m thick abundant subrounded stones c 0.08 X 0.06 X 

0.03 , some panttile and brick fragments appears to be a compact surface,  cut by cut 102for 

gas pipe, a phase of road surfacing for W Whale Lane, in mid part of lane  

V 

086 Deposit, 0.07m thick, white/cream mortar with gritty sand, occasional sandstone fragments, 

considered part of former road surface in W Whale Lane  
V 

087 Cut, 0.22m wide at top, 0.21m deep probable foundation cut for wall 081, although 

bottoms out before reacing bottom of wall scarcement, but nature of gravel at bottom may 

obsucure deeper part of cut  

II 

088 Deposit, in cut 087, dark brown loose sand, industrial redware backfill of wall cut 078  II 

089 Cut, deep straight cut for active modern car park sewer, 1.20m wide crosses W Whale Lane 

to large circular man hole, cuts blocking 079 and  wall 038, not excavated  
VI 

090 Deposit, gravel, red brown, modern backfill in cut for 089 for sewer, unexcavated, but 

concrete below this deposit, also to include the manhole and its area of disturbance 
VI 

091 Deposit, 0.38m deep, abundant angular sandstone up to 0.32 X 0.30 X 0.12m, in matrix of  

crushed mortar and silt, demolition layer serving as levelling /infill and consolidation, from 

demolition of buildings on E side of W Whale Lane, prior to construction of carpark, on E 

side of walls 081 and 045 and on N side of wall 014, between walls and excavation edge  

VI 

092 Deposit, 0.20-0.30m thick, crushed mortar, in footprint of warehouse, below cinders 016 

above surface 095, makeup/infilling consolidation prior to erection of building 
V 

093 Deposit, 0.09m thick, mainly pea gravel in matrix of sand, some crushed mortar, compact 

surface or floor deposit, slopes down to S north of entrance, W of two central pillars, 

possible sub floor surface, over 034 

III 

094 Structure, one large ashlar stone, 0.58 X 0.75m set into top of 034 below 093, random 

stone function not unclear, perhaps to do with building construction 
III 

095 Deposit, dark brown/black organic silt layer, 0.05m thick below 092, pottery and metal 

finds, silting may be due to weathering during construction, over 0k93 
III 

096 Deposit, small rubble in matrix of orange-grey sand, 0.38m thick, occ industrial redware 

rimsherd, frags, below 057 in sondage S of 014 at its E end against E baulk, over 097 
III 

097 Deposit, 0.30m thick, organic silt, small fragments of rubble, makeup/infill layer over 098 I 

098 Deposit, grey sand with small stone fragments, up to 0.15 X 0.05 X 0.08m major layer 

0.50m plus in depth, not bottomed, appears to be infilling dumped over esturine deposits 

and impacting into them, makeup/infill layer below 097  

I 

099 Deposit, abundant angular sandstone, c 0.18 X 0.10 X 0.02, E side of walls 080, 081 and 

045, below 091, pre car park demolition infill/makeup levelling,  
VI 

100 Deposit, concrete/mortar layer, 2.05 X 0.78 a very hard layer over wall 081 and extending 

W over sand 009, also includes large builing stones, extends c 0.42m into W Whale Lane, 
V 
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possible remains of ramp into opening on  W side of W Whale Lane   

101 Deposit, sand, sandstone fragments, back fill in gas main cut 102, aligned N-S down W 

Whale Lane, equivalent to deposit 065  
V 

102 Cut, vertical sides, for gas main  066 with backfill 10 further to S in W Whale Lane this cut 

is recorded as ctx 067 
V 

103 Deposit, major infill/makeup layer, grey sand and rubble, 0.30m thick below 082, finds of 

wine bottle glass and TGW and industrial redware fragments, large lens of crushed mortar, 

observed in deep sondage on W side of wall 045 on E side W Whale Lane cut by wall 045 

I 

104 Deposit, layer, 0.10m thick, gravel in matrix of pink/brown silty sand, below 103, sondage 

on W side of wall 045 on E side W Whale Lane underlied wall 045 but abutts wall 154  

infill/makeup layer up against  sea wall 154,  

I 

105 Deposit, layer, 0.08m thick, below 104, light grey grave, compact, below 104, sondage on 

W side of wall 045 on E side W Whale Lane abuts wall 045, infill/makeup layer, 

infill/makeup layer up against  sea wall 154 

III 

 

106 Deposit, layer, 0.08m thick, below, but forming part of 105, infill/makeup layer, 

infill/makeup layer up against  sea wall 154 
III 

107 Deposit, layer 0.20m t hick, compact sand and gravel layer, abutting sea wall 154, below 

106, infill/makeup layer abutting sea wall 154 
III 

108 Deposit, some stone fragments in matrix of grey gravel, at least 0.11m thick but not 

bottomed, below 107, infill/makeup layer abutting  sea wall 154 
III 

109 Deposit, sand and gravel some larger stones, backfill of trench for large bore cast iron  pipe 

110 probably water,  aligned  N-S along W side of W Whale Lane, not fully excavated  
V 

110 Structure, large bore cast iron pipe running N-S along W side of W Whale Lane, not 

excavated  
V 

111 Cut for 110, along W side of W Whale Lane, not excavated V 

112 Structure, wall, 0.60m wide,  0.85m high, 10.8m in length,  mortar bonded stone blocks 

attached to overlying N end of flagstones 007, base of W wall of building fronting W side 

of W Whale Lane 

V 

113 Structure, brick man hole, 1.00 N-S, 0.95m E-W, open square, W side of W Whale Lane at 

S end of wall 112 
V 

114 Deposit, compacted river cobbles, forms surface, sloping down to the S, running below 

walls 011 and 014, appears to be former shoreline surface formed by trampling rather than 

being laid, looser makeup material dumped over this, cut for ashlar wall 121 made through 

this  

I 

115 Deposit, abundant medium sized stone blocks, within red clay infill 034, quarry stone 

mixed with clay, industrial redware d umped as part of general infilling over 116/114 
III 

116 Deposit, thin deposit, 0.06m thick, over surface 114, loose silty sand and small gravel layer 

some areas of black organic sand, washed in sand and gravel when shoreline was open. 
III 

117 Deposit, hard compacted sand with some subrounded stone, 0.06m deep,  possible bedding 

for surface 086, element of former  W Whale Lane Surface 
III 
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118 Deposit, dark brown sand, 0.18m thick, hard compacted, very hard like concrete, possibly 

in cut 120 possible element of W Whale Lane Surface of a dump of levelling material or 

both 

III 

119 Deposit, sand and gravel, 0.80m thick, wall 081 cut into this, major deposit, many finds 

pottery some medieval but some TGE, industrial redware bone (9 frags of whale bone) pipe 

stems, major layer of infilling for shoreline, predating building 081, finds are abraded, over 

deposit 161 

I 

120 Cut, flat base falling to W, 0.17m deep, cut of interface between deposits 118 and 119, 

possibly early suface for W Whale Lane 
III 

121 Structure, wall, part of warehouse W wall, 1.35m high and 0.90m wide 2.25m in length set 

between walls 039 and 012, projects 0.25m out from E faces of these walls on E side; E 

face comprises pink and grey angular and roughly rectangular, mortared rubble with stones 

c 0.40 X 0.40m,  0.17m thick and 0.35 X 0.10m;   W face, slightly set back from other two 

faces, is formed by large ashlar blocks, very well laid to courses without mortar and 

apparently meant to be seen, at N and S ends ashlar blocks project not forming aligned 

edge and is not  bonded into adjacent walls, on W face scarcement projects 0.08m, wall 

040 was built haphazardly over this wall; this wall is possibly at the location of an entrance 

to the building, the function of this section of aslar wall  is not fully understood , cut 

through  surface like layer 114, possibly a blocking wall   

V 

122 Scarcement for wall 039 V 

123 Cut, foundation cut  for possible blocking wall 121, in W wall of warehouse, not fully 

excavated, cut through 114 
V 

124 Deposit, grey clayey silt, backfill for cut 123 for wall 121 V 

125 Deposit, layer, 0.12m thick, compacted black silt and sandy silt, with abundant small-

medium stone fragments, element of infilling for shore line, below compact cobbles 114, 

recorded in machined dug sondage on S side of wall 014 at W end 

I 

126 Deposit, layer, 0.14m thick, brown grey gravel and abundant stone fragments, industrial 

redware, element of infilling for shore line, below 125, finds of tile or pipe 
I 

127 Deposit, layer, 0.12m thick, loose, orange brown pea gravel and occasional small rounded 

stone, industrial redware element of infilling for shore line, below 126, animal bone, brick, 

8 frags tile or pipe 

I 

128 Deposit, layer, 0.10m thick, moderately compacted, brown sandy silt, element of infilling 

for shore line, below 127, 
I 

129 Deposit, layer, 0.10m thick, medium compaction, brown sandy silt, abundant medium 

stone framents, infilling of shoreline, below, 128 
I 

130 Deposit, layer, 0.12m thick, river cobbles in black sandy silt, moderately compacted, 0.12m 

thick, possibly made organic by shoreline vegetation/mud, below 129, wood fragment 
I 

131 Deposit, layer, 0.18m thick, compacted, brown mixed sand, gravel, and silt with abundant 

medium sized rounded stone and stone fragments, possible in-situ gravels impacted upon 

by shoreline infilling, belwo 130, cattle horn core and other small pieces of bone 

I 

132 Deposit, layer, 0.14m thick very compacted, orange brown, sand with abundant, small-

medium rounded stone, water worn, not bottomed, water ingress obsucring lower part of 

this deposit, possible natural sand mixed with dumped stone, perhaps indicating lower level 

I 
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of infilling of shoreline, bottom of sondage here is 1.305m OD, 

133 Deposit, layer, black-dark grey, organic silt, slightly clayey, anerobic deposit, smells of 

decay,  firm to compact, within W Whale Lane long sondage trench, below 152 and 009, 

contains shell, white glazed pottery, wood chippings/shavings, CBM also present, sampled, 

element of levelling/infilling of shoreline 

V 

134 Deposit, fill, 1.20m deep, mixed silt and yellow sand at top, backfill of main sewere trench 

running  N-S down centre of W Whale Lane, as observed in major sonde trench  
V 

135 Structure, large, 0.37-0.40m diameter ceramic, salt glazed  sewer pipe, disused running N-S 

down W Whale Lane, backfill 134 
V 

136 Cut for main sewer pipe 135, at least 1.20m in depth striaght vertical sides with a concave 

base 
V 

137 Deposit, 0.40m thick, black grey mottled clay below, 133, on W side of Wall 121, infill of 

shoreline, below 133 
V 

138 Deposit, 0.10-0.12m thick, light grey sandy silt, mottled, crushed mortar, and at least 10% 

glass fragments from beer and wine bottles, 50% angular boulders 0.30 X 0.20 X 0.20m 

abund TGE, shoreline dumping infill layer below 137 

V 

139 Deposit, 0.05-0.08m thick, course sand with abund industrial redware fragments, hard, 

compact, below 138, in main W Whale Lane sondage W side of Wall 121, shoreline 

dumping infill below 138 and over 140  

V 

 

140 Deposit, up to 0.30m thick, light grey, sand and gravel with 50% stone fragements, c 0.08 

X 0.05 X 0.02m, bottome of W Whale Lane Sondage, relatively clean layer, not bottomed 

due to water ingress, infill below 139 

V 

141 Deposit, 0.52m thick, dark brown silty sand with frequent pebbles,  fill of cut 153 V 

142 Cut, 0.62m wide and 0.52m deep, for ceramic drain running N-S down E side of W Whale 

Lane, merges with cut for wall 015, cut through sand 009 
V 

143 Deposit, 0.46m thick, light brown clean fine sand no inclustions, lower fill of cut 153, sand 

derived from 009 
V 

144 Deposit, 0.52m thick, dark grey/brown sand, fill of cut, 142, 0.62m wide and 0.52m deep V 

145 Deposit, 0.38m deep, 0.52m wide, one of the fills for sewage pipe cut 147 V 

146 Deposit, 0.92m wide and 1.46m, deep,  grey-brown sand, loosley compacted, contains lens 

of mottled clay 0.12 X 0.12m, main backfill for sewage pipe cut 147  
V 

147 Cut, containing fills 145 and 146, cut for major sewage pipe, aligned N-S down W Whale 

Lane,  cuts 009, 148-152  
V 

148 Deposit, layer, 0.30m thick, firmly compacted mid grey clay, no inclusions, in centre is 

large lens of clay measuring 1.60m wide and 0.30m thick, makeup infill layer over 149, 

possibly naturally deposited, same layer as 082, below sand 009  

V 

149 Deposit, layer, dark grey sand, 0.10m thick,  between clay 148 and sand deposit, 151, 

1.60m wide and 0.10m deep, thin makeup/ infill layer 
V 
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150  Deposit, layer, moderately compacted sandy silt, with frequent small-medium angular 

stone,   0.08m thick, thin makeup/infill layer, between 149 and 151 
V 

151 Deposit, layer, 1.60m wide  0.14m thick, very fine loosley compacted mid brown sand, 

similar to 009 and 143, possibly another flood incident like 009 but much thinner, between 

150 and 152 

V 

152  Deposit, 1.94m wide, 0.12m thick grey compacted silty sand, over 133, infill, makeup 

layer, below 151 and over black deposit 133 
V 

153 Cut, straight sided, for W side of wall 015, 0.24m wide and 0.93m plus deep V 

154 Structure, wall 0.70-0.97m in height, with wall 045 overlying this, two types of building 

stone, 1) pinkish subangular and angular, blocks, largest 0.60 X 0.35m smallest, 0.21 X 

0.15m most, roughly retangular some slightly more rounded 2) blue-grey long horizontal 

sandstone blocks, much smaller than 1, largest  0.56 X 0.08m, smallest, 0.09 X 3.05m 

grey/blue stones concentrated towards base of wall, bonded with brown silty clay, larger 

stones form rounded corner with return extending to the E,  mortar between top two stones 

of rounded corner interpreted as a truncated sea wall, truncated prior to the construction of 

wall 045 

II 

155 Structure, a drain built from rectangular cobbles (cassies) 0.14 X 0.16m and  0.11m deep., 

2.30m long by 0.45m wide shallow V shape, N end of W Whale Lane W side, remains of 

drain along W side of lane 

V 

156 Deposit, black sand and gravel 2.00m N-S, 0.20m E-W 0.05m deep, layer butting up 

against cobbles of 155, remains of road surface in N part of W Whale Lane 
V 

157 Deposit, gritty trample layer, 0.03m thick, on E side of wall 045, 0.80m down from wall 

top  
IV 

158 Structure, square shaped cassies, c 0.18 X 0.18 and 0.18-0.26m thick, in sondage on E side 

of wall 045, below trample 157, cassie surface possibly dug through by wall 045, surface 

contemperory with last phase of building , top at 3.20m OD 

IV 

159 Structure, wall,  0.70m high, considered to be former sea wall, same as wall 154 but added 

description of the E-W return which is below wall 054, medium-large stone, smaller 

pinings, mainly irregular shaped, blocks wall face uneven and irregular,  some orange 

mortar observed but mainly unmortared, basal stones are medium sized boulders and 

project forward of uppeer stones, upper stones are horizontal flat slabs, wall has been 

truncated, only the S face and the forward part of this wall were observed, width of wall 

not established 

II 

160 Deposit, clay, dump of blue clay running over wall 159, at first though to be wall bonding 

material but later considered to be part of other levelling deposits over this wall  
V 

161 Deposit, 0.76m thick, brown sandy gravel, moderate compaction , full of eroded small-

medium sandstone fragments, with animal bone and pottery, levelling infill depostit below 

119 

I 

162 Deposit, layer, 0.20m thick, dark grey clay below sand 009, seen in S facing stection butt 

end of large sondage trench in W Whale Lane, equivalent to 148 seen at S end of sondage 

trench  

V 

163 Deposit, layer, grey brown stony sand with frequent medium sized sub-angular and angular 

stone c0.08m diameter 0.50m thick below 162, levelling infill seen in S facing stection N 

end of main sondage trench in W Whale Lane 

V 
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164 Deposit, layer, 0.20m thick, moderately compacted mid brown sand and gravel, below 163, 

levelling infill, seen in S facing stection N end of large sondage trench in W Whale Lane 
III 

165 Deposit, layer, 0.42m thick dark brown clayey sand, frequent small angular and sub 

angular stones, levelling infill, below 164 seen in S facing stection N end of large sondage 

trench in W Whale Lane 

III 

166 Deposit, layer, 0.24m thick loose mid brown gravelly sand abundant gravel angular and 

subangular, levelling infill, below 165 seen in S facing stection N end of large sondage 

trench in W Whale Lane 

III 

167 Deposit, layer, 0.14m thick, loose, dark brown gravelly sand, abundant angular and sub 

angular gravel, levelling infill, below 166, seen in S facing stection N end of large sondage 

trench in W Whale Lane 

III 

168 Deposit, fill, 0.88m wide 0.08m thick, loosely compacted black sand with abundant angular 

and sub angular gravel, root disturbed over back fill of gas main cut fill 101, seen in S 

facing stection N end of large sondage trench in W Whale Lane 

V 

169 Deposit, mid brown sand no inclusions, 0.14m thick, over sand 009, post flooding event, 

possibly some makeup for W Whale Lane, seen in S facing stection N end of large sondage 

trench in W Whale Lane 

V 

170 Deposit, red brown gritty sand, below 161, 0.40m plus deep,  at depth of  1.38m OD, not 

bottomed, no finds, water table at this level, N end of W Whale Lane 
I 

171 Deposit, abundant fragmented stone in matrix of  grey silty clay 0.10-0.15m thick, infill 

deposit, upon which rests blocks of 077 the scarcement for the S wall 011of the warehouse  
III 

 

Appendix 2 DD55 Excavation Photographic Register 

Image No Description View 

 11-12 November 2010  

01-09 Start of excacvation breaking hard surface and opening ground various 

10-15 Breaking surface and removing lamp post various 

16-25 Excavating ground down to first significant level various 

 15-17 November 2010  

26 Machine excavation N 

27-28 Cleaning walls by hand S end of site NE 

29 Hand excavation S end of site  SE 

30 Hand excavation S end of site NE 

31-38 Wall 011 various detailed of  S face NW 
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39-43 Wall 10/11 top of wall W 

44-45 Wall 10/11 top of wall W 

46-47 Wall 012 N 

48 Wall 012 and general working  N 

49-50 Wall 015 top of wall  N 

51-52 Wall 015 E face W 

53-55 General of S end of site afer cleaning, showing pillar bases N 

56 General of W part of site, West Whale Lane after reduction N 

57-58 Ctx 016, black cinders make up in building W 

59-60 Ctx 016 N 

61 018 pillar base SW corner of building S 

62 019 pillar base centre of building W 

63 020 pillar base N part of building N 

64 028 pillar base NE part of building E 

65 028 pillar base  N 

66 Top of pillar base 028 S 

67 Top of pillar base 020 E 

68 Top of pillar base 019 W 

69 Top of pillar  base 018 N 

70 Wall 029 between pillar base 38 and wall 30 S 

71 Wall 030 W 

72 Wall 042 built out from wall 030 S 

73 Wall 014 N 

74 Wall 014 W 

75 Wood 041 S 

76-77 Wall 038, over wall 039 E 

78 044, brickwork for down pipes, small access point, onto wall 038 E 

79 Wall 045, N of wall 038/039 E 
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80 Wall 045 NE 

 18-19 November 2010  

81-82 Infill deposits up against wall 010 and wall 011, showing cut for wall 011 on  

wall S side 

E 

83-84 Wood 041 in cinders 016 N 

85 Wood 043 below brick and mortar 042 N 

86-88 Wall 030, N-S W 

89 End block of wall 030 worked ashlar S 

90 General of site working NE 

91-92 General of site working W Whale Lane N 

93 General of site working NE corner SW 

94 General of site working NE corner NW 

95 General of site working NE corner N 

96 General of site working NE corner W 

97 General of site working NE corner W 

98 General of site working SW 

99 General of site working W 

100-101 General of site working  SE 

102-103 011/ 077 showing W facing section of sondage against these walls E 

104-105 011/ 077 showing  S face of walls in sondage N 

106 011/ 077 showing  S face of walls in sondage NW 

107-108 Wall 015, showing E face of wall in sondage W 

109-110 Wall 014 S face of this wall as seen in sondage N 

111-112 034 in sondage against face of wall 014 deposit, infill makeup layer  E 

 22-24 November 2010  

113-114 Wall 081 N end of site S 

115-116 Wall 081 N end of site N 

117-120 Wall 081 wall face W facing E 

121-122 Gas pipe N end W Whale Lane E side N 
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123 Door jamb 080 part of wall 081 E 

124 Section across E side of W Whale Lane N end N 

125-126 Door jamb 080 part of wall 081 E 

127-129 Pillar base 040 part of foundations S 

130-132 Blocking 040 between 039 and 012 N 

133-134 General of N end of site E side, 093 compact floor deposit E 

135-137 General of N end of site E side, 093 compact floor deposit N 

138-139 General machining N end of site E sid NE 

140 General machining NW 

141-142 Backfill 023 for cut 046 for wall 011 E 

143 N face of wall 011 S 

144-146 N face of wall 011 S 

147-152 Slabs 007 along W side of W Whale Lane N 

153-154 Alder site team members  

155-159 Wall 112 abutting N end of wall 007 N 

160 Large stone rubble 115 in infill layers NW 

161 Cleaning cobble surface 114 SE 

162 Pillar base foundation 019 NW 

163 Pillar base foundation 019 and cleaning cobbles NW 

164 Cleaning cobbles NE 

165 Pillar base 019 and cleaning cobbles NW 

166 Pillar base 019 and cleaning cobbles SW 

167-168 Sand 09 on W Whale Lane S 

169-171 S facing sondage showing cut for cast iron gas pipe 101 S 

172-173 Cobbled surface 114 N 

174-175 Cobbled surface 114 W 

176-177 Cobbled surface 114 SW 

178 Cobbled surface 114 W 
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179 Machine excavation of sondage W end wall 014 S side W 

180 General working site SW corner W 

181 Recording sondage W end wall 014 S side N 

182 Sondage W end wall 014 S side  NE 

183-187 Gravel 119 in Sondage, W side of wall 089/079 NE 

188-189 Wall 040/121  W 

190 Wall 040/121  SW 

191 Sondage against S side wall 015 W end, showing gravel infilling N 

192-193 Sondage against W side wall 045 E 

194-197 Gravel infilling 127 in sondage against S side of wall 015 E 

198 Excavating long sondage trench in W Whale Lane at S end  N 

199 Detail of black organic deposit, makeup/levelling N 

200 Excavating long sondage trench in W Whale Lane at S end NE 

201 Excavating long sondage trench in W Whale Lane at S end NW 

202-210 Hand cleaning and detail of wall  121 NE-E 

211 Top of wall 121 N 

212-215 Deposit 082 road metelling for W  Whale Lane S 

216-217 Deposit 082 road metelling for W  Whale Lane W 

218-221 Top of wall 081 S 

222 Excavation of long sondage trench in W Whale Land mid section  NE 

223 Excavation of long sondage trench in W Whale Land showing wall 121 E 

224 Excavation of long sondage trench in W Whale Land showing wall 121 NE 

225-226 N facing section at S end of long sondage trench in W Whale Lane, sand 09 S 

 25 November 2010  

227-234 General of site, in morning snow Various 

235-236 Detail of wall 045 over wall 154  E 

237 Detail of wall 045 over wall 154, showing stone with socket hole E 

238-239 Detail of wall 045 over wall 154 E 
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240-241 Detail of rounded corner stones for return to the E, believed to be former sea 

wall (154) 

NE 

242 Detail of stone with socket hole in W face of wall wall 045 E 

243 Detail of infill layers below wall 045 E 

244 Detail of infill layers below wall 045 E 

245 Detail of W face of wall 045 over infill layers E 

246-247 Detail W face of wall 045 E 

248 General of W face of wall 045, taken within sondage trench SE 

249-250 General of W face of wall 045, taken outwith sondage trench SE 

251-252 General of W face of wall 045, taken outwith sondage trench E 

253 General of W face of wall 045, taken outwith sondage trench SE 

354-255 Detail of W face of wall 045, taken outwith sondage trench E 

256 Detail of W face of wall 045, taken outwith sondage trench SE 

257-258 Detail of  W face of wall 039 note handling holes in stonework E 

259-260 Detail of  W face of wall 039), note handling holes in stonework E 

261 General of  W face of wall 039 wrong number on board, should be  (038), note 

handling holes in stonework 

SE 

262 Detail of wall 012 W face E 

263 Detail of wall 012 W face NE 

264 General of sondage trench in W Whale Lane, N end, showing W facing face of 

stonework 

NE 

265 General of sondage trench in W Whale Lane, S end, showing W facing face of 

stonework, wall 012 

NE 

266 General of sondage trench in W Whale Lane, S end, showing W facing face of 

stonework, wall 012 

E 

267 General of sondage trench in W Whale Lane, S end, showing W facing face of 

stonework 

NE 

268 General of sondage trench in W Whale Lane, S end, showing W facing face of 

stonework 

E 

269 General of sondage trench in W Whale Lane, S end, showing W facing face of 

stonework 

NE 

 26 November 2010  
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270-271 Drainage gully, 155, running N-S down W edge of W Whale Lane N 

272 Drainage gully, 155, running N-S down W edge of W Whale Lane NW 

273-276 Wall 081, excacvation down to base of wall E 

277 Drainage gully, 155 and wall 081 E 

278 Cassie surface, 158, in sondage on E side of wall 038  E 

279 Cassie surface, 158 NE 

280 General of sondage on W side of wall 045  showing  very top stone of harbour 

wall 159 

NE 

281-282 General of gravel 161 on W side of wll 081 N 

283 General of gravel infill deposit 161 on W side of wll 081 and base of wall 081 E 

284 Detail of gravel 161 W 

285-288 Wall  159, considered to be harbour or shoreline wall  NW 

289 Wall  159, considered to be harbour or shoreline wall W 

290 Wall  159, considered to be harbour or shoreline wall NE 

291-292 Top of wall all  159, considered to be harbour or shoreline wall S 

293 General of wall 159 from edge of sondage NE 

294 Machine sondage through gravel 161 N 

295 Machine sondage through gravel 161, showing bottom of wall 081 E 

296 Machine sondage through gravel 161 W 

297 Machine sondage through gravel 161 E 

298-299 Top of wall 159 S 

300 Top of wall 159, E end S 

301 Detail of top of wall 159 S 

302 Detail of top of wall 159 S 

303 Detail of top of wall 159 S 

304 Detail of top of wall 159 S 

305 Top of wall 159 E 

306-308 Grey clay layer 162 and make up layers at N end of  deep sondage  trench in W 

Whale Lane 

N 
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Appendix 3 DD55 Excavation Drawing Register  

Sheet No. Description Scale 

1 Plan 1: Walls 010 /011 1:20 

2 Plan 2: General of S end of site,  with  levels after first cleaning !:75 

3 Section 1:W facing Section of make up layers, in sondage S of wall 010/011; 

Section 2;  W facing Section, of make up layers  in sondage S of wall 014; 

Section 3: N facing section, sondage on W side of wall 045 in W Whale Lane 

1:20 

1:20 

4 Plan 3: S end of site with levels after initial reduction 1:50 

5 Plan 4: Site N end, wall 081, 079 and surrounding  upper deposits 1:20 

6 Section 4:  S facing, wall 081and deposits to W of wall 081 1:10 

7 Plan 5: Site S end  with levels on cobbles 114 1:50 

8 Plan 6: N end of West Whale Lane 1:50 

9 Plan 7: wall 081, 079 and surrounding  lower deposits 1:20 

10 Section 5: W facing , W end wall 014 S side;  Section 6: N , W of wall 012, S 

end of sondage trench along West Whale Lane; Plan 8: Plan of cobbles/cassies, 

drain 155 

1:10; 1:20 

11 Section 7: wall 081, and underlying deposits of make up 1:20 

12 Plan 9: ctx 161gravel layer, W side of wall 081 1:20 

13 Section 8:  S facing  N end sondage trench in W Whale Lane: Field sketch for 

levels on deposit 170 and field sketch for levels on harbour wall 159  

1:20 

 Section 9: W facing elevation of wall 121, from photograph  

 Section 10: W facing elevation of walls 045 and 145, from photograph  

Appendix 4 DD55 Excavation Finds Register 

Context Material Details 

Sondage, S side of 

Wall 011 

Animal bone Small ungulate rib 

Sondage, S side of 

Wall 011 

Plastic Piece of plastic film  

u/s Pottery 1 body sherd TGE; yellow glaze 

u/s CBM 3 sherds large diameter pipe/tile; unglazed 
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1 rim sherd pipe/tile 

001 u/s Pottery 1 rim sherd stoneware jar; white/blue glaze 

009 Pottery 2 body sherds stoneware 

013 CBM/Pottery 2 body sherds redware; unglazed; very abraded 

013 Pottery 1 base sherd TGE; blue/white transfer-printed 

013 Glass 1 clear bottle base 

1 clear body sherd 

017 Fe 1 ?modern nail; round head 

1 corroded ?nail shaft 

017 Clay pipe 1 stem; narrow bore 

017 Pottery 2 base sherds, 3 body sherds TGE; brown glaze 

1 body sherd TGE; brown and white glaze 

1 body sherd TGE, blue and white glaze, ?painted decoration 

017 Glass 1 clear body sherd 

021 Fe 1 rectangular plate 

1 rectangular plate with possible circular hole 

1 rhomboidal plate 

026 CBM 2 pieces mortar 

026 Fe 2 heavily corroded rectangular plates 

1 thin triangular plate 

1 L-shaped plate 

1 nail 

1 lump 

044 CBM 2 sherds tile/pipe; white slipped/thin white deposit internally 

046 CBM 1 piece brick 

046 CBM 1 glazed tile sherd 

3 body sherds tile/pipe 

1 rim sherd tile/pipe 

2 tile/pipe sherds in coarse fabric 
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046 Animal bone 2 mammal fragments 

1 large ungulate rib shaft 

069 Pottery 2 body sherds TGE; ‘flow blue’ transfer-printed 

1 body sherd TGE; yellow glaze 

069 Glass 10 green bottle sherds 

069 Stone Painted sandstone ?kerb.  Bevelled edge painted green (cf Dundee 

Corporation livery colour) 

071 Stone Painted stone; painted green, as 069 

071 Pottery 2 body sherds TGE; yellow glaze 

1 body sherd TGE; white/black transfer-printed 

1 body sherd stoneware; brown glaze 

071 Pottery/CBM ?tile or large vessel fragment.  Buff fabric, glazed front and back 

071 Glass 1 clear window sherd; slightly denatured 

1 green bottle base 

10 green bottle body sherds 

083 Pottery 1 base sherd TGE; buff glaze 

1 body sherd TGE; buff glaze 

2 handles TGE; brown glaze 

1 handle TGE; white/brown transfer-printed 

2 base sherds TGE; brown glaze 

2 rim sherds TGE; brown glaze 

1 rim sherd TGE; brown/yellow glaze 

1 base sherd TGE; brown/yellow glaze 

7 body sherds TGE; brown and yellow glaze 

4 body sherds TGE; brown glaze 

15 body sherds TGE; white or cream 

3 body sherds stoneware 

1 stoneware ?bung fragment 

083 Fe 2 nails 
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083 Clay pipe 2 stems 

083 Glass Spherical bead with central hole in rose pink glass 

083 Glass 1 blue vessel sherd in layered glass 

2 pale green thick bottle sherds 

1 dark green bottle neck fragment 

1 dark green body sherd 

083 Glass 4 green bottle bases; 2 with pontil marks in kick-up 

2 green bottle neck sherds with string rim 

47 green body sherds in 2 fabrics, 1 thicker and 1 thinner 

Slight denaturing. 

083 CBM 5 tile/pipe fragments 

1 tile ?rim 

083 CBM 1 brick fragment 

083 MWD 1 fragment green ‘coppery’ slag 

083 MWD 2 lumps heated residue 

083 Coal 2 fragments ( and smaller fragments) 

083 Burnt 

stone/coal 

6 fragments (and smaller fragments) 

083 Animal bone 1 small ungulate rib 

1 mammal fragment 

083 Mollusc 2 wulks (Littorina littorea) 

1 dog wulk (Nucella lapillis) 

083 Stone 2 fragments sandstone ?tile 

084 Pottery/CBM 1 very abraded redware sherd 

084 Pottery 2 body sherds TGE; white glaze 

084 CBM 21 sherds tile/pipe; 1 with internal ‘slip’ 

084 Cu alloy Coin; bent and corroded but size/thickness indicate halfpenny, 

possibly of 18th c/Georgian date 

084 Stone Sandstone fragment.  Possibly tile? 

084 Animal bone Sheep/goat mandible and tooth fragments 
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088 CBM 4 pipe/tile fragments; 1 with internal ‘slip’ 

088 Pottery 1 body sherd TGE; brown/yellow glaze 

088 Pottery 1 body sherd stoneware 

092 Fe 1 bar, curved 

1 rectangular plate 

2 ?objects 

093 Animal bone 1 pig metacarpal 

093 Fe 1 ?object 

095 Pottery 1 body sherd stoneware; impressed and beaded decoration 

095 Glass 2 green bottle base sherds; very thick; moderately denatured 

095 Fe 1 corroded ?nail 

095 Fe 1 corroded ?rectangular plate with wood adhering 

1 lump with wood impression in corrosion products 

096 CBM 1 rim sherd pipe/tile 

100 Pottery 1 body sherd TGE; white glaze with black printed legend and 

acanthus leaf decoration JAM[ES] M[. 

=Keiller’s Marmalade jar 

103 Glass 4 heavy green glass bottle bases 

1 green bottle neck and shoulder (blown) 

103 Glass/metal 1 green bottle base with metal bead chain wedged internally between 

kick-up and side wall 

103 Pottery 1 body sherd TGE; blue/white transfer-printed 

103 CBM 1 sherd tile/pipe; internally blackened 

119 Pottery 1 body sherd TGE; cream/green glaze 

119 Pottery/CBM 1 body sherd redware with quartz inclusions.  Unglazed but thinner 

than other CBM from this site 

119 Glass 1 green bottle base sherd 

1 green bottle body sherd; slightly denatured 

119 CBM 6 sherds tile/pipe; 2 internally ‘slipped’ white; 1 very abraded 

119 Animal bone 1 large ungulate rib shaft 
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119 Animal bone 6 bags, including 1 bag cetacean fragments 

126 CBM/Pottery 1 sherd in similar fabric to 116.  If pot, then part of large jar 

126 CBM 13 sherds pipe/tile; ‘slipped’ white internally 

3 sherds without slip 

1 abraded sherd 

126 Coal/burnt 

stone/heated 

residue 

Numerous small fragments 

127 CBM 1 fragment brick 

127 CBM 8 fragments pipe/tile with traces of white ‘slip’; all very abraded 

9 other very abraded sherds 

127 Animal bone 3 weathered mammal fragments 

130 Animal bone 1 cattle 3rd phalange; large 

3 weathered mammal fragments 

130 Wood 1 small abraded fragment 

131 Animal bone 1 cattle horn core 

1 sheep/goat metatarsal, distal 

1 vertebral neural spine 

134 Pottery 1 stoneware jar neck and shoulder; applied medallion with legend 

W
M

 CLAR[] DUN[DEE] 

138 Pottery 1 stoneware body sherd 

138 Pottery 1 TGE vessel base; from basin, in thick, heavy redware, glazed 

yellow internally and brown externally 

138 Pottery 2 conjoining TGE fragments rim and base; from saucer; black 

transfer tree pattern print on white 

1 body sherd TGE, as above 

1 rim sherd TGE; glazed white 

2 body sherds TGE; glazed white 

138 Coal/burnt 

stone 

6 small fragments 

138 Glass 2 heavy green bottle based 

1 green bottle neck/shoulder and part of string rim 
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1 green bottle neck/shoulder and string rim; cork in situ 

1 neck and string rim 

c10 body sherds 

2 sherds; moderately denatured 

138 Mollusc 1 oyster valve (Ostrea edulis) 

138 Metal ?steel Thin curved metal strip. Edge folded over, enclosing protruding 

metal wire 

139 Metal ?steel 1. Thin metal strip cf 138. Edge folded over to enclose a protruding 

metal wire. Opposite (unfolded) edge has 5 cuts at right angles to 

length. Oval hole near rolled edge. 

2. Thin metal strip. Probably part of above. 

139 Clay pipe 1 stem 

157 Pottery 2 sherds TGE 

1 sherd redware pot/CBM 

157 Animal bone 1 sheep/goat tooth 

1 small ungulate rib 

161 Pottery 1 redware rod handle/junction1 redware base sherd, internally glazed 

1 redware body sherd, externally glazed brown, internally yellow 

trailed slip decoration under glaze 

1 redware strap handle (very abraded) 

1 redware body sherd, decorated externally with two incised lines; 

sooted/blackened externally 

9 abraded redware body sherds 

1 red/greyware body sherd; very abraded 

1 SWGW body sherd, externally glazed 

161 Clay pipe 5 stems 

1 bowl/rest; abraded 

4 bowl fragments; very abraded 

161 Animal bone 33 cattle fragments 

29 sheep/goat fragments 

1 ?pig tibia 

5 horse fragments (2 conjoining axis fragments) 
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1 dog tooth, 1 dog tibia (in 2 conjoining fragments) 

1 cf dog vertebra, 1 cf dog rib 

9 large ungulate vertebrae; 2 with butchery marks 

7 large ungulate ribs 

2 small ungulate ribs 

150 mammal fragments; very abraded 

161 Mollusc 14 wulk shells (Littorina littorea) and fragments 

3 flat periwinkle shells (Littorina obtusata) 

1 cockle fragment (Cerastoderma sp) 

1 mussel fragment (Mytilus sp) 

161 CBM 3 fragments brick 

3 abraded fragments ?tile 

7 mortar/cement fragments; 2 abraded 

161 MWD 5 pieces metallic waste 

1 piece vitreous waste 

1 piece coal/coke, 3 small fragments coal 

161 Stone 3 abraded fragments chalk 

161 Stone 1 ?unworked flint pebble 

161 Stone Worked fragment in fine, micaceous ?schist or sandstone. Flat 

rectangular fragment with two incised lines forming notch on one 

long edge 

161 Stone ?worked/natural.  May be broken flat circular lid 

161 Stone 4 flat mortared rooftile fragments in sandstone 

18 unmortared ?sandstone rooftile fragments 

1 unmortared slate (phyllite) fragment 

many unworked/worked angular but abraded stone fragments = 

possible beach deposit 

172 Pottery 1 stoneware base sherd; heavy fabric, glazed brown externally 
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Appendix 5 DD55WB Context List 

No: Description Phase 

200 Unstratified finds  

201 Car park surface brick, tarmac, over area excavated for swimming pools VI 

202 Deposit, makeup orange sand for car park surface 201 VI 

203 Deposit, car park surface tarmac VI 

204 Deposit, type 1 gravel makeup for 201 VI 

205 Cassie setts or cobbles below 203, 0.12 X 0.14 X 0.10m pre car park surface V 

206 Wood post, originally square but now sub rounded diameter 0.16m demolition building 

debris,  0.13 X 0.13m and 0.68m long  probably 19
th

 C not kept 

V 

207 Reinforced concrete floor of probable 19
th

 C building with brick wall at N end and brick 

wall remains along E edge, builing on same alignment as W Whale Lane, 1,20m below car 

park surface, possible backfilled with type 1 and rubble after building demolition 

V 

208 Cement and steel drain cover 0.70 X 0.70m in concrete floor 207, V 

209 Fragment of tiled floor 0.96 X 0.65 on concreted 207 V 

210 Cassie sett surface, to NW of drain cover  V 

211 Fragment of tiled floor 1.50 X 0.50m, same design as 209  and aligned with cassies 210 V 

212 Deposit, fill or levelling soft mixed clay, sand, gravel dumped layers c 1.50m below 

carpark surface 

V 

213 Wall quarry stone, brown mortar with base slabs, 1.20 X 0.90m and 0.18m thick 

foundation for 19
th

 c wall of warehouse 

V 

214 Wall, stone, mortar bonded NW-SE, 3-4m in length observed, covered by mixed fills sand 

gravel etc, part of building with floor 207 and cassies 210 

V 

215 Structure, brick 4 X 4m built on reinforces concrete floor, sturcture floor 2-3m below car 

park surface 

V 

216 Deposit, black garden soil, black silty loam, over brown loam 217 c 0.40m thick  some 

small fragments of shell abundant stone, medieval pottery  

III 

217 Deposit, brown silty loam  below 216, contains occasional whiteware, 0.20m thick, 

medieval pottery over 218 

III 

218 Deposit, compacted brown-grey clayey silt, abundant bone and shell  0.17m thick, below 

217 

I 

219 Deposit, mid brown compacted clay with  stone fragments and  some shell  0.05-0.10m 

thick  

I 

220 Deposit, pea gravel, makeup 0.10-0.15m thick, makeup layer below 219, 0.10-0.15m thick, I 
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overlies further makeup layers 

221 Structure, wall, mortar bonded rubble, probably early 19
th

 C as not quarry stone, c1m wide 

alligned NNE-SSW, has a NNW-SSE return 0.72m high. 

V 

222 Metal tank, cylindrical in brick housing, under ground fuel tank. height 1.20m  length 

1.53m  

V 

223 Deposit, grey silty clay or loamy clay, contains abundant stone frags and rounded stone, 

appears as lenses 0.15m thick between layers of pea gravel 220, makeup over compacted 

orange brown gravel  

I 

224 Deposit, similar to 220 but more stone inclustions looks like beach gravels and shingle 

contains animal bone 

I 

225 NW facing section deposit of 220 interleaved with grey caly loam with some medieval 

pottery, looks like pit backfill but not seen in its entirety, probably small layers of 

dumping/makeup 

I 

226 Deposit, black, peat mixed with grey blue clay, natural peat deposit, over grey blue clay, 

probably formed at edge of old shoreline below 224 

Nat 

227 Deposit, grey blue clay layer below 226, natural esurine clay below peat formation Nat 

228 Deposit, thin layer 5-6mm thick, looks like iron panning, below peat 226, 5-6mm thick Nat 

229 Deposit, grey clay, natural esturine clay below peat layer 226 Nat 

230 Deposits, showing infilling tipping comprising layers of clean sand or sandy gravel, pea 

gravel and darker mid grey lines of fill comprising loam or clayey loam with small thin 

fragments of shell abundant medieval pottery 

I 

231 Deposit, natural, orange/red fragmented sand stone over more solid sandstone, below layer 

of blue clay 229 top of natural rock observed in excavation for dive pool.   

Nat 

232 Deposit, spread of rubble and mortar, demolition rubble of 19
th

 c building 0.50, 0.60 down 

from surface 

VI 

233 Deposit, general layers of mixed deposits below 232, fragments of wine bottle seen in this VI 

234 Deposit, orange gravel and clay interleaved with tip line of darker grey brown clayey loam, 

makeup or infill deposits predating black garden soil 216, medieval pottery  

I 

235 Structure, wall, large mortared quarry stone, aligned c N-Sin SW part of site at least 4m in 

length 0.67m wide and 0.84m high 

V 

236 Structure, wall, aligned with 235 and of similar construction appeareas to be continuation 

on opposite side of area being excavated  

V 

237 Beam or pile found by contractors on S side of development area close to junction of E 

Whale Lane and Dock Street, 3.25m long and 0.27 square, with pointed end having an iron 

shoe.  Kept by contractors for us to inspect 

V 

238 Structure, wall foundation, rounded rubble, not quarry stone, only seen in section, cut 

through various dumping layers, 0.60m high and 0.80m wide 

II 

239 Deposit, layer, red brown clay over wall 238, levelling over wall, 0.10m thick III 
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240 Deposit, layer, brown sand, over  239, levelling, 0.20m thick III 

241 Deposit, layer, black loam small deposit over deposit 242 infill, animal bone and red pot, 

0.12m thick  

III 

242 Deposit, layer, mid brown sandy gravel, mid brown sandy gravel,  infill  I 

243 Deposit, layer, grey brown clayey loam abundant stone, infill, mussel shell and bone, 

unglazed redware 0.20m thick over natural 244 

I 

244 Deposit, layer, grey brown sandy gravel, not a dumping layer, natural shore deposits, 

below wall 238 and below 243, over 270, below wall 238, medieval pottery  

Nat 

245 Deposit, layer, relatively stoneless, sandy silt, occ stone, 0.20m thick, levelling over  

natural 244 

I 

246 Deposit, layer compact, yellow brown oyster shell frags and flecks of mortar, charcoal 

layer at base of this deposit, med pot recovered but no modern pot 

I 

247 Deposit, layer over wall 238 III 

248 Deposit, layer, between 239 and 250, post wall 238 similar to 241 with post med red pot III 

249 Cut, vertical cut for wall 238, 0.60m high   II 

250 Deposit, layer, below 248 and 251 directly over wall 238, post demolition of wall, 0.18m 

thick  

III 

251 Deposit, layer, red brown course sand 0.10m thick III 

252 Wall, mortared quarry stone, W side of W Whale Lane, 19
th

 c frontage wall, 0.73m high, 

0.80m wide 

V 

253 Deposit, black silt over stony orange brown levelling deposit 0.25m thick, occ fragments 

of coal 

III 

254 Wall, E wall on W Whale Land mortar bonded rubble with scarcement, 1m high and 

0.80m wide 

V 

255 Large-very large boulders pulled out of natural sandy deposits, natural erratic boulders  NE 

part of excavated area, typical 0.70 X 0.70 m one measured 1.90 X 1.50 X 1m 

Nat 

256 Wall, mortar bonded 19
th

 c 0.80 wide 0.50m high, continuatiion of  wall 252,  this part was 

running over large natural boulder,   

V 

257 Deposit black and brown layer of trampled silt 0.15m thick, moderate amount of stone, 

contains 19
th

 c pottery overlying sand  258 

V 

258 Deposit, loose sandy gravel mid to light brown, considered to be natural below 257 Nat 

259 Deposits natural below 258, level layers, two bands of black shattered stone, natural 

deposits in whch boulders of 255 were found seen to depth of 1m in section in N part of 

excavated area 

Nat 

260 Wall, mortared quarry stone, probably 19
th

c similar to 252, part of property on E side of W 

Whale Lane 

V 
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261 Deposit, black clay loam, infill layer, c 0.30m thick, contains med/post med pottery III 

262 Deposit, mid grey orange brown sand with abundant rounded and angular stone, over 

natural orange brown silty sand, contains med pot, lowest of medieval infill layers, but 

may be natural beach layer with med pot mixed in  

I or Nat 

263 Deposit, black loam, dumping layer, contains cow horn with sherd of  post med pot inside, 

post medieval infill layer probably machine spread 261  

III 

264 Deposit, natural, fine red brown silt frequent, small-medium and occasional large angular 

stone, seen in section  to depth of c 0.75m  

Nat 

265 Deposits general infill layers as seen on S edge of excavated area sloping down towards 

the river at 2.05m OD (formation depth), mixed layers edge of dumping over 262 some 

med pot in these lower layers. 

I 

266 Deposit, thin layer brown gravel abundant stone, natural over 264 and below 244, 0.18m 

thick 

Nat 

 Post Excavtation (major SE facing section on NW edge of site)   

267 Deposit, modern pit backfill V 

268 Deposits modern layers over 244 V 

269 Deposit, mid brown gritty silt, below 251 I 

270 Deposit, compacted charcoal layer, below 269 I 

271 Deposit, compacted charcoal layer, below 246 I 

272 Deposit, black humic layer, below 244 Nat 

   

Appendix 6 DD 55WB Photographic Register 

Image No Description View 

 18 July 2011  

320 N edge of basement area NE 

321 Steel in basement area E 

322 Steel in basement area N 

323 NW edge of site NW 

324 N edge of site N 

325 N edge of basement area from E side W 
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326-327 General of works from SE corner of site NW 

328 General of works from N SW 

 25 July 2011  

329-330 General marking out on car park surface N 

331-332 General marking out on car park surface NW 

333-337 General removing car park surface NNW 

338 General removing car park surface NNW 

339 Cassies ctx 205 E 

340 Cassies ctx 205 W 

341-343 Wood ctx 206 W, NW 

344 Wood ctx 206 removed SE 

345-346 General site reduction W 

347 General site reduction N 

348-351 Removing car park surface make up down onto concrete NW 

352 Concrete surface with drain cover ctxs 207 and 208 N 

353 Part of tiled floor surface ctx 209 N 

 26 July 2011  

354 Breaking up concrete flooring N 

355 Cassie sett paving ctx 210 NNW 

356 Concrete paving NNW 

357 Cassie sett paving ctx 210 SE 

358-359 General working  N 

360 Cassie sett paving ctx 210 N 

361 General cassie setts and concrete paving N 

362 Fragment of tiled floor ctx 211 N 

363 General with ctx 211 in background N 

364 General site reduction N 

365 General working on site N 

366 General site working  N 
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367-368 General of ctx 213 large floor slabs of 19
th

 warehouse buildings NE 

369 General working N 

370 Levelling deposits, 212 N 

371-372 General working N 

373 General working removing concrete slab 207 N 

374 General removing cassie paving N 

375-376 General working, ground reduction N 

377-378 General working SE 

 27 July 20011  

379-380 General of site reduction  N 

381-383 General of site working S 

384-386 General of site working N, NW 

387 Wall remains ctx 214 N 

388-389 Brick wall remains (215) SW 

390-391 General site reduction N 

392 Brick wall remains (215) NW 

393-394 Ctx 216 black ‘garden soil’ SW 

395 Ctx 216 black ‘garden soil’ SW 

396 Ctx 221, wall mortar bonded, 19
th

 C warehouse NW 

397-398 Ctx 221, wall mortar bonded, 19
th

 C warehouse N 

399 General of wall 221 NNW 

400-401 Ctx 221 wall SE 

402-404 Ctx 221 wall N 

405-407 Fuel tank (222) W,NW,SW 

 28 July 2011  

408-409 General site reduction S 

410 Ctx 223, silty clay lenses in pea gravel SW 

411 Ctx 224, orange gravel looks like beach shingle, contains animal bone E 

412-413 Black peat deposit NW 
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415 Ctx 225, section showing orange gravel interleaved with grey loamy clay  NE 

416-417 Black peat deposit SW,N 

418-419 Black peat deposit, ctx 226 NNW 

420-422 Black peat deposit, ctx 226 NE,S 

423-425 Detail deposit 226 NE 

426-428 Deposit, 230 mixed gravel and loamy layers, dumping for reclamation E 

429-430 Detail of deposit, 229, grey clay below peat 226 NNE 

431 General of site S 

432 General machining N 

433-434 General with section showing deposits of ctx 360 W 

435 General machining  W 

436-437 General of ctx 231 natural orange fragmented sandstone below natural layer of blue 

clay 

S 

438-439 General machining S 

440-442 Ctx demolition rubble and mortar spread 232 W 

443-444 General of site  S 

445-450 General of site machining N 

451-453 Establishing a site TBM W 

 01 Aug 2011  

455-458 General of site NNW 

459-461 Stone wall S 

462-463 Ctx 233 general spreads of mixed deposits W 

464-465 General machining NNW 

466-467 Ctx 234 orange gravely clay interleaved with ‘tip lines’ SSE 

468-469 Ctx 235 mortar bonded quarry stone wall  E 

470-472 Ctx 235 mortar bonded quarry stone wall NNW 

473 Ctx 236, mortar bonded quarry stone, continuation of wall 235 NNW 

474-475 Ctx 234 NNE 

 02 Aug 2011  
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476-477 General of site reduction NNW 

478-486 Detail shots of ctx 237 a squared pointed post found during work of S part of site 

outwith the WB area 

Various 

487-488 General site working NNE,SE 

489-490 Detail of ctx 230 SE 

491 General site reduction in dive pool  NW 

492-493 Deposit 234 NE 

494 General of site NNW 

 03 Aug 2011  

495-496 General working on site NW,NNW 

497-504 Detail of ctx 230 NE,NNE 

505-507 General working on site NE 

508-510 General working on site N 

511-512 Wall ctx 238 NW 

513-515 General of site N 

516-522 General of section containing wall 238 NW-W 

 04 Aug 2011  

523-525 Detail of wall 252 N 

526-536 General working section across site NW to NE NW,NE 

537-538 General and detail of ctx 253 black silt over orange brown gravel NW 

539-540 General site reduction N 

541-545 Ctx 254 wall N-NE 

 05 Aug 2011  

546 Boulder, natural rock, ctx 255 N 

547 General of boulders 255 N 

550-560 General of section along W-NW bulk of excavated area W-NW 

561-563 Boulder 225 N-NW 

564-571 Ctx wall 256, built over rock 255 NE 

572-599 General of section alon W-NW bulk of excavated area W-NW 
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600-614 General of site from N to S NW-S 

615-617 Ctx 258 natural sand deposit in NW bulk of excavated area NW 

618-619 Ctx 259 natural banded sands in NW bulk of excavated area NW 

620-624 General excavation starting on S side of excavated area SSW-S 

 08 Aug 2011  

625-626 General working on S side of site W-SW 

627-628 General site reduction at N end of site  NW 

629-632 Ctx 260 wall at N end of site NNW 

633 Archaeologist setting up the EDM S 

634-636 General of work on site  S 

637 General of site N 

638-640 General of working on site NW-N 

641 General of working on site SW 

 09 Aug 2011  

642-643 General excavation dive pool area of site  SSW 

644 General of site working N 

645-646 General of site working NNW 

647 Film (avi) of site working NW 

648-649 Ctx 161black clay or clay loam, infilling makeup layer NW 

650-651 Ctx 162 infilling makeup layer, mid grey/orange brown deposit with medieval 

pottery 

N-NE 

652 General working at n end of site NW 

653-654 Ctx 264 fine red brown silt natural NW 

655-656 Ctx 265 infill layer at S edge of excavated area grey black clayey loam SE 

657-658 General working at N end of site at formation level W 

659-661 General working at N end of site N 

662 General working at N end of site W 

663-665 General working a N end of site-final shot N 
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Appendix 7 DD55WB Field Notes Register 

Sheet 

No 

Description Scale 

01 25-26 July 11; context descriptions 200-213; plan 01 a field sketch with ctx 207-210 1:100 

02 27 July 11; context description 214-226; plans 01 and 02 field sketch of wall 

221measurements and locations 

1;100 

03 27-29 July 11; context descriptions 226 cont to 232; plan 04 and plan 05 of slot across 

peat 226; W facing section 01 of peat 226;  NNE facing section 02 showing deposits 216, 

217, 230, 229, 231 (not to scale) 

1:20 

04 29 July-1 Aug 11; context descriptions 232-237  

05 3-4 Aug 11; context descriptions 238-254, sections 03 and 04 of wall 238 with deposits 

on either side (not to scale) 

Not to scale 

06 5, 8-9Aug 11; context descriptions 255-363  

07 10 Aug 11; context descriptions 265-266, section 05 ctx 238, 244, 263, 264 SE facing  1:20 

08 Started 25 July 11; permatrace overlay onto architects plan some context locations; 

showing some GPS way points 

1:300 

09 Started 3 Aug 11; permatrace overlay onto architects plan some context locations: 

showing some GPS way point 

1:300 

 

Appendix 8 DD55WB Finds List 

Context Material Description 

u/s Animal bone 7 bones (including 1 jaw frag, 1 tooth, 1 tusk) 

u/s Clay pipe 3 stems (including 1 glazed) 

u/s Clay pipe 1 stem with spur 

u/s Glass 1 green bottle – marked ‘ROBB’S / CHAMPAGNE / GINGER-BEER / 2
ND

 

TO NONE / DUNDEE’; ‘REGISTERED / John Robb & Son / TRADE-

MARK’ 

u/s Pottery 24 medieval sherds (including 2 handles, 1 stoneware sherd) 

u/s Pottery 10 medieval sherds (including 3 rims, 2 bases) 

u/s Pottery 6 post-medieval sherds (including 2 bases – 1 marked ‘PR… / MA[R]…; 1 

handle?; 1 body sherd stamped ‘…[S]S LINE…’ 
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200 u/s Animal bone 1 jaw frag with 2 loose teeth; 1 tooth; 1 bone 

200 u/s CBM 1 perforated brick fragment 

200 u/s Glass 1 large green bottle base 

200 u/s Pottery 5 post-medieval sherds (including 1 rim) 

200 u/s Pottery 12 post-medieval sherds (including 3 bases, 6 rims) 

200 u/s Stone 1 fragment with mortar/plaster on one edge 

200 u/s Wood 1 large stake/peg? 

216 Animal bone 1 bone 

216 Pottery 3 medieval sherds 

216 Pottery 3 post-medieval sherds (including 1 base) 

216 Stone 1 roof tile fragment 

217 Animal bone 1 bone 

217 Animal bone 1 bone 

217 CBM 1 fragment 

217 Pottery 3 post-medieval sherds (including 1 rim) 

217 Pottery 5 medieval sherds (including 1 rim) 

218 Animal bone 5 bones (including 1 tooth) 

218 Pottery 5 medieval sherds (including 1 handle) 

219 Animal bone 3 bones (including 1 tooth) 

219 Pottery 1 medieval sherd 

223 Animal bone 3 bones (including 1 tooth) 

223 Pottery 3 medieval sherds (including 1 base) 

224 Animal bone 2 bones 

226 Animal bone 1 bone 

227 Animal bone 1 bone 

230 Animal bone 23 bones (including 4 teeth) 

230 CBM 1 fragment of white mortar 

230 Iron 2 corroded concretions (nails?) 

230 Pottery 62 medieval sherds (including 1 spout, 4 rims, 1 base) 
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230 Pottery 30 medieval sherds (including 1 spout, 2 rims, 3 bases) 

233 Animal bone 1 bone 

233 Glass 6 black bottle shards (including 3 bases, 2 necks/rims) 

233 Pottery 1 post-medieval base 

234 Iron 1 nail 

234 Pottery 12 medieval sherds (including 2 handles) 

234 Stone 1 roof tile fragment 

243 Animal bone 1 bone 

243 Pottery 9 medieval sherds 

244 Animal bone 1 bone 

244 Pottery 6 medieval sherds 

246 Pottery 1 medieval sherd 

248 Animal bone 1 bone 

248 Pottery 4 post-medieval sherds (including 2 bases, 1 rim) 

262 Pottery 12 medieval sherds 

263 Animal bone 1 horn core 

263 Pottery 1 stoneware sherd 

265 Animal bone 2 teeth 

265 Pottery 9 medieval sherds (including 1 handle, 1 rim, 1 base) 

 

Appendix 9 The Pottery and Ceramics 

Derek Hall 

Introduction 

The excavation and watching brief undertaken as part of this redevelopment located a total of 

440 sherds of ceramic material ranging in date from the 13
th

 to 19
th

 centuries.  This material 

has been examined by eye and x10 hand lens and where possible assigned a recognised fabric 

name.  No petrological or chemical analysis has been carried out. 

Scottish Redwares 
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There are 85 sherds in this fabric type from both the excavation and the watching brief that 

are all from splash glazed jugs (119, 161, 217, 218, 230, 234, 243, 244, 246, 262, 265 and 

Unstratified).  Recent analysis of this fabric type has suggested that its production is 

concentrated in the vicinity of the major Scottish river systems and between the late 12
th

 and 

late 15
th

 century is the major local product for those medieval burghs that do not possess a 

white firing clay source in their vicinity (Haggarty, Hall and Chenery 2011). 

Scottish White Gritty Wares (Cats 1-4) 

There are 88 sherds in this fabric type from both the excavation and the watching brief 

representing 5 cooking pots and 83 jugs.  Recent analysis of this fabric type has indicated that 

its production is concentrated in those areas with lacustrine white clay deposits, the closest 

identified source to Dundee is in Fife and the sherds from this site are liable to originate 

there.  A single frilled rimsherd from context 230 in the watching brief is of a form that has 

long been considered a Fife type (Laing 1973, Jones et al 2006). 

Yorkshire Type Wares (Cats 5 and 6) 

There are 25 sherds from the watching brief in this fabric type that all come from glazed jugs 

(216, 230, 234, 262 and 265).  These include sherds glazed a lustrous green colour that are 

liable to be products of the Scarborough kilns and of 13
th

/14
th

 century date (Jennings 1992). 

Rhenish Stonewares 

There are 2 sherds of Rhenish Stoneware (119 and 263) that are products of the Langewehe 

kilns and are liable to be of 14
th

/15
th

 century date (Hurst et al 1986). 

Tin Glazed Earthenwares 

There are 72 sherds of Tin Glazed Earthenwares of early modern date from both the 

excavation and the watching brief (13, 17, 69, 71, 83, 84, 119, 138, 155, 156, 157, 161 and 

unstratified). 

Stonewares (Cats 7 and 8) 

There are 17 sherds of Post Medieval/Early Modern stoneware from both the excavation and 

the watching brief (9, 71, 83, 88, 95, 134, 138, 156, 172).  These sherds include the neck and 

sidewalls of a stoneware bottle that has the remains of a name plate on its body (Cat 7). 

 

Slip Decorated Earthenwares 

There are 24 sherds from both the excavation and watching brief that are from cream glazed 

slipped redware dairy bowls of Post Medieval date (83, 138, 216 and Unstratified). 

 

Industrial Redwares (Cats 9-12) 

There is a group of redware sherds (94) from the excavation area which seem to be all from 

vessels used in industrial processes.  The fabric of these sherds is a distinctive brick red 
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colour with occasional large mineral inclusions and resembles material from Iberia.  It is 

possible to identify a few of the sherds as being from vessels that relate to the sugar refining 

industry.  This includes a single rimsherd from context 96 (Cat 9) and an unstratified basal 

angle (Cat 10) both of which are from syrup jars, a single bodysherd from 126 and an 

unstratified rimsherd which are from sugar cones (Cats 11 and 12).  The remainder are 

bodysherds some of which may also be from sugar cones (contexts 44, 84, 88, 103, 115, 119, 

126 and 127).  The majority of these sherds are unglazed but thirty three of them have a white 

slip on their internal surfaces.  It has been suggested that this is evidence for the ‘claying 

process’ which took place before the sugar loaves were sold.  Duhamel de Monceau's tome 

on sugar production of 1764 states that after the sugar loaves had crystallised, claying took 

place: one inch of liquid pipeclay was poured onto the top of the loaf as it sat in the cone, and 

this drained through the loaf, displacing the brown 'mother liquor' of muscavadoes sugar, thus 

giving it a more saleable whitish appearance (pers comm. John Allan). 

Unidentified (Cats 13 and 14) 

This small group of material includes sherds from context 161 that are from a slip decorated 

open vessel form that may be in Low Countries Redware of 17
th

/18
th

 century date, a handle 

junction that resembles Merida Type ware of a similar date (Iberian) and a bodysherd from 

262 that resembles London Sandy Ware of 13
th

/14
th

 century date (Pearce et al 1985). 

 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Of most interest in this small assemblage of ceramics are the small group of tightly dated 

medieval pottery from the Phase 1 dumping in the watching brief and the group of Post 

Medieval industrial redwares from the excavation.  The medieval pottery would seem to be 

consistently of a 13
th

/14
th

 century date and would seem to relate to an early expansion or 

reclaiming of the river frontage at this point.  The industrial redwares are of 18
th

/19
th

 century 

date and appear to have been dumped from a sugar house in the near vicinity.  There is a 

sugar house on record from 1771 to 1843 in Sugarhouse Wynd which lies some 160m to the 

NW of the site and these sherds may have been dumped from that operation (Dundee Civic 

Trust newsletter 2001/2).  That sugar house was originally set up in the late 18
th

 century by 

William Wiedemann from Hamburg, the grandfather of the English poet Robert Browning. 

 

Recommendations 

In recent years the use of chemical sourcing (ICPMS) on Scottish ceramics has proved to be 

valuable in the identification of the origin of the fabrics (Haggarty, Hall and Chenery 2011).  

It is recommended that 10 samples of the industrial redwares from this site are submitted for 

chemical sourcing with the intention of identifying the source of these vessels which is liable 

to be Portugal or Spain.   The sugar refining industry in Dundee and on  Scotland’s East 

Coast has been little studied and the discovery of pieces of these ceramic vessels associated 

with it is of interest.  Such analysis will offer the opportunity of identfying Dundee’s ancient 

trade links with Iberia.   

The analysis and identification of the 10 samples will cost £250 + VAT plus £250 + VAT for 

a report, thus making a total of £500 + VAT. 
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Visible white ‘claying’ on Industrial redware bodysherds 

 

Comparative examples of syrup jars and sugar cones used in the sugar refining industry 
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Illustrated pottery catalogue 

Scottish White Gritty Ware 

1. Rim from jug splash glazed green DD55WB 230 

2. Rimsherd from jar with slight external smoke blackening DD55WB 230 

3. Rimsherd from jar with frilled rim DD55WB 230 

4. Rimsherd from large vessel with stabbed holes on top of rim and on internal surface 

DD55WB 230 

 

Yorkshire Type Ware 

 

5. Bridge spout from jug glazed a lustrous green (Scarborough Type 2) DD55WB 230 

6. Bridge spout from jug splash glazed green DD55WB 230 

 

Stoneware 

 

7. Neck and sidewalls from a stoneware bottle with applied pad stamped with  

‘Wm CLAR....DUN......’ DD55 134 

8. Base and sidewalls from large vessel DD55 172 

 

Industrial Redwares 

 

9. Rimsherd from syrup jar DD55 096 

10. Basal angle from syrup jar DD55 U/S 

11. Rimsherd from sugar cone DD55 U/S 

12. Bodysherd from sugar cone DD55 126 

 

Unidentified 

 

13. Bodysherd from open vessel form internally glazed amber brown and decorated with white 

slip decoration (Low Countries Redware?) DD55 161 

14. Bodysherd and lower handle junction from unglazed redware vessel (Merida Type?) DD55 

161 
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Appendix 10 DD55 Animal Bone Report 

Catherine Smith 

Introduction 

Amongst the finds recovered from the excavation and watching brief at Dundee Leisure Pool 

was a small assemblage of animal bone and mollusc shell.  Although bones were found in a 

number of contexts throughout the site, they were most frequent in excavation Contexts 119 

and 161, infilling layers with a high sand and gravel component.  Consequently, some of the 

material found in these layers may have originated elsewhere on this site or indeed the burgh.  

Abrasion on the bones, which is typified by rounding of cut surfaces, indicates they have 

been rolled by the action of waves on the shore.  It should therefore be recognised that the 

assemblage may incorporate dumped material which may have accumulated over a period of 

time and that some elements originally deposited with the infilling may have survived less 

well than others.  Other finds recovered alongside the animal bones dated to the medieval, 

post-medieval and early modern periods indicating some redeposition occurred.  By their 

nature, bones are more difficult to ascribe to a particular chronological period than 

manufactured artefacts.  However, the generally small size of the animal bones, along with 

the butchery pattern and evidence of tools used indicated a medieval or post-medieval date 

for the bulk of the assemblage. 

In general, the bones from the watching brief were less abraded and wave-rolled than the 

bones from the excavation and may thus represent primary deposits. 

Species present 

The assemblage consisted mainly of bones and teeth of domestic animals, most frequently 

cattle (40) and sheep/goats (46) although a few fragments of pig (4), horse (6) and dog/cf dog 

(7) were also recovered. (Numbers of fragments recovered from the excavation phase are 

shown in brackets.  For a summary, see Table 1).  Fragments attributable to groupings 

defined as large ungulate (22), small ungulate (5) and indeterminate mammal (221) were also 

recovered.  Large and small ungulate fragments are ribs and vertebrae, probably from 

cattle/horse or sheep/goat/pig respectively.  The relatively high proportion of fragments in the 

indeterminate mammal group is an indicator of the degree of fragmentation of the bones: 

60.7% of the excavation assemblage were assigned to this category. 

No bird bones were recovered but one fragment of fish was recovered from the excavation 

and one from the watching brief. 

Smaller wild mammals were represented by a single abraded fragment of rabbit (Context 

161).  Present in Context 119 were nine fragments of cetacean bone, three of which 

conjoined, and two fragments, probably the costal end of ribs, if not of cetacean origin then 

most likely of seal species. 
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Butchery and worked bone fragment 

Several fragments retained evidence of butchery marks.  From the excavation, two large 

ungulate ribs (119, 161), a large ungulate vertebra (131) and a sheep/goat metacarpal (161) 

all displayed knife cuts. A large ungulate vertebra (161) bore parallel cleaver hacks on the 

neural spine and a sheep/goat tibia displayed three parallel medio-lateral hacks near to the cut 

edge of the shaft (161).  From the watching brief, a cattle horn core with attached skull 

fragment bore a hack at the base of the core, probably inflicted during removal of the horn 

sheath prior to its use in artefact manufacture (263). An iron axe of the type most probably 

used in butchery was recovered from an excavation in Dundee’s Murraygate/Panmure Street 

(Cox 2000, 55; illus 20) and is now part of the McManus Gallery’s collections. 

A possible worked bone fragment was also noted (119). This consisted of a broken long bone 

shaft fragment from a large ungulate, the outer surface of which appeared to have been filed 

smooth.  Fine longitudinal file scratches were visible under magnification.  The fragment 

may have been part of an implement handle. Length=59.6mm, width=12.6mm, thickness= 

5.5mm. 

Discussion 

The presence of the remains of cattle and sheep/goats in almost equal proportions is entirely 

unsurprising in an urban medieval or post-medieval context.  Previous excavations in Dundee 

at Green’s Playhouse, Nethergate and Murraygate have also produced similar assemblages 

(Smith, 1998, 2000a) 

However it is the presence of fragments of cetacean bone which are of most interest, given 

the proximity of the former whale fishery buildings in East Whale Lane, shown to have been 

in existence by the time of Crawford’s map of 1776.  The Dundee Whale Fishing Company 

had been established in 1752 by a group of merchants and shipowners and the first whaling 

ship, appropriately named the Dundee, sailed for the Greenland fishing grounds in 1753 

(Watson 2003, 13).  Whale ‘bone’ and oil were advertised for sale from the Dundee quayside 

in 1756 (ibid).  The ‘bone’ was not, anatomically speaking, actually bone, but rather the 

baleen plates formed of a cartilaginous material with which whales of the family Mysticetes, 

such as the Greenland Right whale, filter their diet of krill, small crustaceans and copepods. 

Baleen was considered a valuable and versatile commodity and was used in the manufacture 

of a wide variety of goods such as brushes, corsetry, sieves, riddles, meshes, umbrella vanes, 

stuffing and so on (Credland 1982, 19).  However, bones, usually only the lower jaws of the 

whales, were frequently brought back on the fishing vessels, suspended from the masts or 

stacked in vertical piles in order to allow the oil to drip out (Redman 1984, 495).  The 

morphology of the fragments from the site, flattened on the outer surface, suggests that they 

are indeed from a mandible.  Archaeological evidence of this practice is also indicated by the 

retrieval of an almost complete pair of mandibles of a Greenland Right whale at Castle Park, 

Dunbar (Smith 2000b, 233).  Dunbar was also home to an 18th century whale fishery. 

After the oil had been extracted, the jawbones were frequently erected as gateposts and until 

the second half of the twentieth century were still numerous around Tayside and Fife.  A 

highly visible pair of mandibles still stands atop North Berwick Law in East Lothian. 

In the same context as the whale bone fragments (119) were found two other probable 

cetacean fragments, which bore a similarity to the costal ends of ribs.  Although the 
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fragments were small and difficult to attribute with any certainty, it seems likely that they too 

are cetacean in origin. 

The finds assemblage from this site has therefore demonstrated that evidence survives both of 

domestic activities of the medieval and post-medieval periods as well as early modern 

commerce. 

Table 1 Numbers of animal bones from DD55 and DD55WB, by species 

 

Species DD55 DD55WB Total 

Cattle 40 18 58 

Sheep/goat 46 7 53 

Pig 4 2 6 

Horse 6  6 

Dog 5 1 6 

cf dog 2  2 

Rabbit 1  1 

Cetacean 9  9 

cf cetacean 2  2 

Large ungulate 22 3 25 

Small ungulate 5 1 6 

Indeterminate mammal 221 17 238 

Fish 1 1 2 

Total 364 50 414 
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DD55 Animal Bone 

 

DD55 Finds List 

Context Material Details 

Sondage, 

S side of 

Wall 011 

Animal bone Small ungulate rib 

046 Animal bone 2 mammal fragments 

1 large ungulate rib shaft 

083 Animal bone 1 small ungulate rib 

1 mammal fragment 

083 Mollusc 2 wulks (Littorina littorea) 

1 dog wulk (Nucella lapillis) 

084 Animal bone Sheep/goat mandible and tooth fragments 

093 Animal bone 1 pig metacarpal 

119 Animal bone 1 large ungulate rib shaft 

119 Animal bone 6 bags, including cetacean 

127 Animal bone 3 weathered mammal fragments 

130 Animal bone 1 cattle 3rd phalange; large 

3 weathered mammal fragments 

131 Animal bone 1 cattle horn core 

1 sheep/goat metatarsal, distal 

1 vertebral neural spine 

138 Mollusc 1 oyster valve (Ostrea edulis) 

157 Animal bone 1 sheep/goat tooth 

1 small ungulate rib 
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161 Animal bone 33 cattle fragments 

29 sheep/goat fragments 

1 ?pig tibia 

5 horse fragments (2 conjoining axis fragments) 

1 dog tooth, 1 dog tibia (in 2 conjoining fragments) 

1 cf dog vertebra, 1 cf dog rib 

9 large ungulate vertebrae; 2 with butchery marks 

7 large ungulate ribs 

2 small ungulate ribs 

150 mammal fragments; very abraded 

161 Mollusc 14 wulk shells (Littorina littorea) and fragments 

3 flat periwinkle shells (Littorina obtusata) 

1 cockle fragment (Cerastoderma sp) 

1 mussel fragment (Mytilus sp) 

 

Appendix 11 Discovery & Excavation in Scotland Entry 

LOCAL AUTHORITY: Dundee City Council 

PROJECT TITLE/SITE NAME:  Archaeological Excavation and Watching Brief at East Whale Lane, New Leisure Pool 

Dundee   

PROJECT CODE: DD55 and DD55WB 

PARISH:  Dundee 

NAME OF CONTRIBUTOR(S):  Ray Cachart 

NAME OF ORGANISATION:  Alder Archaeology Ltd 

TYPE(S) OF PROJECT: Rescue Excavation and Watching Brief 

NMRS NO(S):  NO43SW 280, NO43SW 512, NO43SW 593, NO43SW 676 

SITE/MONUMENT TYPE(S):  16th – 18th C shore lines, sea wall, infill deposits, warehouse 
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SIGNIFICANT FINDS:  Medieval pottery, sea wall, infill deposits, 18th-19th C foundation walls 

NGR (2 letters, 8 or 10 figures) Site centred on NO 4073 3062 

START DATE  Excavation: 11
th 

 Nov 2010 

Watching Brief: 25th July 2011 

END DATE  Excavation: 26th Nov 2010 

Watcing Brief: 10th Aug 2011 

PREVIOUS WORK (incl. DES 

ref.) 

DD54 Evaluation  

MAIN (NARRATIVE) 

DESCRIPTION:  

(May include information from 

other fields) 

Alder Archaeology Ltd undertook an archaeological rescue excavation followed by a 

watching brief on the site of a new leisure pool and car park, at Marketgait/East Whale 

Lane, Dundee. An evaluation (Alder site code DD54) had previously been carried out 

over the site during the period 19th and 20th April 2010.  The location of the rescue 

excavation was based upon the results of the evaluation, mainly trench 04, where it was 

believed that a small section of the 1793 shoreline wall had been located. 

The north-western part of the development site was located within the medieval burgh 

boundary, while the north-eastern part was outside the burgh boundary.  The northern 

part of the site was considered to be of archaeological significance in that it contained 

the presumed line of the medieval and post-medieval defences extending southwards 

from the Wishart Arch or Cowgate Port and the Seagate Port.  It also contained previous 

shorelines dating from 15th-18th C mainly running E-W across the site.  The area of 

excavation was located on the reclaimed 16th-18th C shorelines adjacent to the site of 18th 

C whale fishing warehouses.  

The excavation revealed early infill deposits with medieval pottery and animal bone in 

the former West Whale Lane at the N end of the site.  Animal bone remains included 

some fragments of whale bone.  Later infill deposits had been cut by 18th-19th C walls 

for warehouses.  One wall was an 18th C revetting wall close to the former shoreline.  Of 

interest were some sherds of 18th C industrial pottery found in infilling deposits.  These 

sherds were unusual in that they were from vessels used in sugar refining and were 

thought to have come from the Dundee Sugarhouse located nearby in Sugarhouse Wynd.  

During the construction phase a watching brief (DD55WB) took place at the N end of 

the site and monitored the area of the 16th C shore.  Adjacent to Seagate the 16th C shore 

revealed deeply buried infill deposits with a substantial assemblage of medieval pottery 

sherds the earliest dating from the 12th C.  A late or post medieval wall was found as 

well as a garden soil and the foundations and floor remains of 18th-19th C warehouses to 

the E and W of the site of West Whale Lane.  

PROPOSED FUTURE WORK:  None 

SPONSOR OR FUNDING 

BODY:  

Dundee City Council 

CAPTIONS FOR ILLUSTRS  

ADDRESS OF MAIN 

CONTRIBUTOR:  

Alder Archaeology Ltd, 55 South Methven Street, Perth PH1 5NX 

ARCHIVE LOCATION 

(intended) 

NMRS 

EMAIL ADDRESS: Director@AlderArchaeology.co.uk 
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Appendix 12 Standard Terms of Reference for all Fieldwork 

12.1 Recording Methodology 

Alder Archaeology employs a Single Context Recording System that allows full cross-referencing of 

stratigraphy, finds and environmental samples, as well as site-wide phasing.  All features will be planned 

at scale 1:20, and sections drawn at scale 1:10.  Sections and profiles will be drawn and all features will 

be photographed with metric scale included.  Environmental samples will be taken from archaeologically 

significant contexts, if the analysis of these samples would aid significantly in the interpretation of any 

features identified. 

12.2 Human Remains 

If human remains are encountered they will be left in situ and the local police will be informed.  If 

removal is required this will take place in compliance with Historic Scotland’s Policy Paper The 

Treatment of Human Remains in Archaeology. 

12.3 Products and Reporting 

A Data Structure Report will normally be prepared within a period agreed within the Written Scheme of 

Investigation/ Project Design, after the completion of the fieldwork.  This forms the basic level of 

reporting.  Further reporting may be required on the basis of discoveries made during excavations. 

A copy of the report and the project archive will be deposited in the NMRS.  Further copies will be sent 

to the client, LAAO and others, as appropriate. 

12.4 Artefacts 

Finds of objects will be subject to the Scots Laws of Treasure Trove and Bona Vacantia.  We will report 

such finds, if recovered, with supporting documentation to the Secretariat of the Treasure Trove Panel for 

disposal to the appropriate museum. 

12.5 Discovery and Excavation in Scotland 

A brief summary of the results will be submitted to Discovery and Excavation in Scotland. 

12.6 General Conditions and Health and Safety 

We adhere to the Code of Conduct of the Institute for Archaeologists. 

Alder Archaeology Ltd has public liability insurance of £5,000,000.  Details of this can be provided on 

request. 

We operate a strict health and safety policy and conforms to the Health and Safety at Work Act.  We 

undertakes Risk Assessments on all fieldwork carried out. 

Alder Archaeology representatives will at all times wear protective footwear, high visibility clothing and 

other appropriate clothing.  Hard hats will be worn if there is active plant on site or at all times if the site 

is deemed a hard hat area. 

If lightly contaminated deposits are uncovered disposable boiler suits and gloves will be worn.  A source 

of clean water will be made available for staff to clean hands with.  If the health risk posed by site 

contamination is felt to be too high all further archaeological work will stop in that area. 
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Illus 10 Plan of Watching Brief Features and Deposits
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Illus 15 Selected Images from the Excavation 
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Illus 16 Selected Images from the Excavation and Watching Brief   
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